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CHAPTER 1
Anion binding and sensing.

This chapter is intended to cover the main features of anion binding in both organic and aqueous 

solutions. It is not meant to be a comprehensive digest about anion recognition, but it rather 

aims at giving an overview of the general principles that are at the basis of this process. In the 

first part, the most important characteristics of the receptors are presented together with 

interactions generally used to achieve recognition and sensing in organic solvents. A second part 

is meant to stress the problems related to anion binding in aqueous solutions. Examples are 

reported to highlight particular aspects of the recognition phenomenon. The last part of the 

chapter focuses on the characteristics of metal-salophen complexes and on their anion binding 

properties.

1.1 The quest for anion receptors.

Supramolecular recognition of anionic species is nowadays an extremely active subject of 

research, as witnessed by the quite large number of reviews and a monograph published over the 

last years.1 The interest towards the recognition of ionic species arose in the late 1960s, soon 

after the publication of Pedersen’s work on the recognition of alkali metal ions performed by 

crown ethers.2 In spite of the incredible occurrence of anions both in biochemical and industrial 

processes, the attention of supramolecular chemistry was, at the beginning, mainly  directed to 

the development of receptors for cations. Drawing inspiration from natural systems (Fig 1.1) the 

recognition of metal ions from the groups I and II, as well as of ammonium ions, has been 

          

Figure 1.1 Examples of natural antibiotics that bind to cations: (a) nonactin3 (b) valinomycin.4

a) b)
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widely  investigated. Instead, the anion recognition field had a quite slow start and, except for 

few noteworthy examples, it actually developed only  in the last two decades. Therefore, this is a 

relatively young field in supramolecular chemistry and, as a consequence, still appealing.

The reasons for a such late development in this area reside in some intrinsic characteristics 

of the anions which make them more difficult to bind than cations. Anions are larger than 

isoelectronic cations (table 1),5 having a smaller 

charge-over-size ratio which causes the 

electrostatic interactions with the receptors to be 

less effective than those occurring with the 

smaller cations.

Anions may  also be involved in protonation 

equilibria and they come with a wide range of 

geometries such as spherical, linear, trigonal 

planar, tetrahedral and octahedral. In addition, large organic anions display even more complex 

structures (Fig. 1.2). 

Hydrophobicity also play an important role in their binding since, according to the 

Hofmeister series,6 lipophilic anions show a tendency to bind more strongly to hydrophobic 

binding sites.

Thus, while metal cations have a quite simple 

spherical geometry and their selective recognition is 

largely related to the size of the host cavity, a high 

degree of design of the receptors and often 

additional structural motifs are required to 

selectively bind to anionic species. The squaramide 

based macrocycle 1/1 reported by Costa and co-

workers, for example, can bind to tetrahedral anions, 

sulfate in particular, and the selectivity is imposed 

by the two ammonium groups and the structural 

constraints of the hydrogen bond donor array  of the 

squaramide unit.7

The first  report of a synthetic receptor for 

anions dates back to 1968, when Park and Simmons 

reported that the cavity of in,in-1,(k+2)-diazabicyclo

Cation r[Å] Anion r[Å]

Na+ 1.16 F– 1.19

K+ 1.52 Cl– 1.67

Rb+ 1.66 Br– 1.82

Cs+ 1.81 I– 2.06

Table 1 Comparison of the radii r of isoelectronic 
cations and anions in octahedral environments.

Figure 1.2 Structural geometries of anions.
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[k.l.m]alkane-ammonium ions 1/2i  is suitable for 

hosting halide anions.8 1H NMR spectroscopy 

revealed that the i+,i+-[9.9.9] cage easily forms a 

katapinateii  with chloride in aqueous acidic media, 

while the interaction with bromide is less favorable 

and that with iodide is negligible. The authors 

suggest that  the anion is likely involved in two 

hydrogen bonds inside the cage, [+N−H…Cl−…H−N+], rather than interacting with a single 

ammonium group, [+N−H…Cl−    H−N+]. The driving force for the katapinosis process is the 

formation of hydrogen bonds inside the cavity, whereas the selectivity is imposed by the size of 

the cage. Indeed, while the i+,i+-[9.9.9] include bromide less favorably  than chloride and does not 

interact with iodide, the receptor i+,i+-[10.10.10] readily forms katapinates with all the three 

halide ions.iii

The synthesis of cyclic receptors and cages is quite a common feature to introduce 

selectivity both in cation and anion recognition. These structures provide a close environment 

and a tunable stiffness which allow discrimination based on the size and shape of the guest.9 

Such tridimensional structures provide the correct topology of the binding sites, in order to meet 

precise geometrical requirements. Cram first pointed out that, compared to analogous acyclic 

compounds, the pre-organization of the anchor groups in these receptors10 generally  increases the 

affinity towards the targeted substrate. This feature is especially relevant when highly directional 

interactions are involved in the binding process. Among these, hydrogen bonding is 
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i k = l = m ≥ 9
ii  The authors define katapinosis as “diffusion of molecules into a larger molecule with a sensible cavity to give a 
discrete molecular species”.
iii The kinetics of the inclusion process with compound [10.10.10] is much faster than the one observed for [9.9.9]. 
This is probably due to the favorable equilibrium constant between the forms o+,o+ and i+,i+ of the [10.10.10]         
(K = 3.3).



unquestionably one of the most exploited to achieve anion 

coordination in organic solvents.

In 1986 Pascal and co-workers described the first 

cyclophane receptor 1/3, purely based on amide groups, able to 

recognize fluoride in DMSO by  a hydrogen bonding array.11 

The awareness of the potentialities of hydrogen bonding in the 

anion recognition field gave rise to the development of a 

plethora of receptors bearing hydrogen bond donor groups. 

These include indole, pyrrole, hydroxyl group, urea, and 

thiourea. Also, the positively  charged guanidinium and 

imidazolium moieties, like ammonium group, coordinate anionic species through charge assisted 

hydrogen bondings.

Besides hydrogen bonding, the binding of anions to electron-deficient centers has been 

widely  explored. Receptor containing Lewis-acidic atoms, for example boron12 and silicon13 

have been described hitherto. The use of transition metals is particularly appealing because many 

of these complexes show fluorescence emission. Zinc is the second most abundant transition 

metal in living organisms after iron and forms many  fluorescent coordination compounds able to 

recognize phosphate species.14 

Gunnlaugsson and co-workers reported that highly  designed receptors, bearing transition 

metal centers, bind to anions with different stoichiometries. Terbium(III) complex 1/4, for 

instance, recognize multiple phosphate species in acetonitrile via hydrogen bonding and metal 

coordination, resulting in fluorescence quenching or enhancement depending on the anion 

concentration.15

It should be stressed that a sharp classification of receptors, based on the main interaction 

exploited, is somewhat reductive since, in many cases, anchor sites of different nature cooperate 
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to effectively bind to the guest. Furthermore, some functional groups in the receptors play 

fundamental structural roles, although they are not directly involved in the recognition process. 

For example, Gale and co-workers reported that the nitrogen atom of the pyridine moiety in 

compound 1/5 coordinates the amide hydrogen atoms, stabilizing the structure of the receptor 

and inducing the correct topology to selectively bind carboxylates. Compound 1/6, on the other 

hand, not only is less selective in anion binding, but it rapidly  undergoes hydrolysis in the 

presence of water.1b,iv

NMR spectrometry and UV-Vis spectroscopy are the most commonly used techniques to 

study the binding phenomenon in solution. Indeed, a quantitative relation exists between the 

binding affinity  and the changes in the chemical shift or in 

the light absorption of the host-guest systems. Although 

less accessible than other techniques, Isothermal Titration 

Calorimetry (ITC) can provide the values of the affinity 

constant and the thermodynamic parameters for a 

complexation reaction with a single experiment. X-rays 

diffraction analysis of a single crystal of the complexes, 

compared with data obtained in solution, may  confirm 

structural features of the system, such as the binding mode 

and the occurrence of secondary interactions. 

Nowadays great attention is directed to those receptors able to associate an easily 

detectable output signal to the binding event. Such devices, i.e. sensors, allow to determine 

chemical species in solution both qualitatively and quantitatively.

1.2 Sensing the recognition event.

As previously mentioned, the field of sensing is presently  gaining great attention in 

supramolecular recognition. Chemosensors are those devices in which the binding event causes a 

measurable change of physical properties such as color, light emission or reduction potential 

(Fig. 1.4).16
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The enormous interest towards fluorescence emission is largely due to the high sensitivity 

of the technique and also to the qualitative response provided upon UV light irradiation of the 

sample. 

Luminescent groups have been covalently attached to the receptors in the proximity of the 

anchor sites and the complexation of the anions causes the quenching or the enhancement of 

their fluorescence emission. The tris(2,2’-bipyridyl)ruthenium(II) complex has been the most 

extensively  investigated because of its physical properties.17 An example of how this 

luminophore has been incorporated into anion receptors is provided by compound 1/7, reported 

by Gale and co-workers, which binds to chloride in dimethyl sulfoxide (Fig. 1.5).18 More 

complex sensors that rely on luminescence have also been reported. Some of them undergo 

conformational changes upon anion binding and, as a consequence, the formation of luminescent 

+ A-nA-n

Figure 1.4 General scheme of a chemosensor.
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Figure 1.5 Compound 1/7 (left) and the structure of its complex with chloride (right).
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excimer is made possible.19 In some other cases a multicomponent  system is employed to 

produce a displacement-assay-type chemosensor. The binding to the receptor causes the 

displacement of a luminescent compound previously coordinated and the restoration of its 

fluorescence, which was quenched while the luminophore was bound.20

Colorimetric sensors probably represent the state of the art in this field. They are receptors 

able to transduce anion complexation into a color change that allows a naked eye detection of the 

binding event. It is worth noting that  the substituted 1,8-naphthalimide moiety has been largely 

employed to design this type of sensors since it shows suitable photophysical properties that can 

be tuned through a proper structural design.21 Colorimetric sensing can be achieved not only 

through the weak interactions previously described, but also through a wider range of features. 

These include the basicity of anions22 and the formation of stable bonds, such as covalent 

bonds23 (Fig. 1.6) or the fluorine-silicon bond24 (Fig. 1.7). 
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Figure 1.6 Recognition of cyanide by covalent bond formation.

 

Figure 1.7 Pictorial representation of fluoride sensing by a TIPS (triisopropylsilyl) 
protected coumarin derivative. The removal of the sylil group in the presence of fluoride 
causes the fluorescence to turn on.
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Since colorimetric receptors  are extremely  promising devices in the qualitative sensing of 

anions in solution, an important feature is clearly  the detection limit that they can provide, 

namely, the lowest analyte concentration that gives rise to an appreciable change in color. Yen 

and co-workers, in this regard, reported the synthesis of the colorimetric sensor 1/8 (Fig. 1.8) 

able to recognize and discriminate maleate from fumarate at part per million concentration.25

Furthermore, a naked eye detection can be achieved through physical state changes. The 

pyromellitamide 1/9 forms a self-assembled gel that dissociates upon anion binding.26 The 

gelation process is driven by  the onset of a 

hydrogen bonding network provided by  the 

amide groups, the same involved in the 

recognition process, and the dissociation 

process takes place in a period of time that is 

proportional to the strength of the association.

1.3 Anion receptors in aqueous solutions.

The endeavor to create synthetic systems able to bind and sense anionic species in organic 

solvents is justified by  the potential application that they have. Indeed, they can be used as ion-

selective electrodes, phase transfer catalysts (PTC) or for the active transport across membranes, 

thus having a biomedical interest.
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Figure 1.8 Compound 1/8 (left). Color changes of 1/8 upon addition of various anions in DMSO: (a) 1/8 
only; (b) 1/8 + 2.0 equivalents of maleate; (c) 1/8 + 2.0 equivalents of fumarate (right). 
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However most effort is nowadays addressed to those receptors able to achieve anion 

recognition in aqueous solutions. Anions play a crucial role in biology. For instance, the genomic 

material in living systems (i.e. DNA and RNA) has a polyanionic chain backbone and the 

processes at the basis of life basically  require the handling of anionic species. As they are 

involved in many biochemical processes, the presence of anions inside the human body is strictly 

related to the health and they may serve as markers for the onset of particular pathologies. 

Clearly the early diagnosis of such diseases also depends on the development of biosensors able 

to detect and quantify the concentration of specific anions in human tissues and body fluids. 

Anomalously  high level of pyrophosphates in the synovial fluid, for example, can be related to 

chondrocalcinosis, namely, the formation of calcium pyrophosphate crystals in the connective 

tissues, which causes a rheumatologic disorder also known as CPPD (calcium pyrophosphate 

dihydrate disease).27 On the other hand fluoride, once thought to be very useful in dental care, 

administered to children and added in toothpastes, is now believed to have adverse health effects 

and the advisability of processes as water fluoridation are currently controversial subjects.28 

Other anions, instead, are effectively harmful to animals. Despite its extremely high toxicity, 

connected to the inhibition of cytochrome c oxidase activity,29 cyanide is still largely  used in 

many industrial processes. Accidents involving its release in the environment have occurred also 

in recent years.30 

Anions represent indeed one of the major anthropogenic pollutants of waste and 

groundwater. Phosphates are largely used as 

additives in detergents, leavening agents and, 

together with nitrates, are employed as 

components in fertilizers. Both of them account 

for water eutrophication, the excessively high 

presence of nutrients in the sea, rivers and lakes, 

which lead to the abnormal growth of aquatic 

plants. The resulting lack of oxygen availability in 

water, i.e. hypoxia, causes the death of animal 

aquatic species and the subsequent derangement 

of the ecosystems (Fig. 1.9).

Thus, it comes naturally that the development of devices able to bind and sensev negatively 

charged species in aqueous solutions is an important target that links analytical, medicinal and 

Figure 1.9 The eutrophication of the Potomac 
River is evident  from its bright green water, 
caused by a dense bloom of cyanobacteria.

12
v Receptors able to work in biological environments are named biosensors.



supramolecular chemistry. It is worth pointing out that, if the recognition of anions in organic 

solvents is quite difficult to achieve, their binding in aqueous solutions is an even more 

challenging task. In water, anions can be involved in protonation equilibria and some of them 

exist only in a narrow range of pH, where they  are not fully  protonated. Furthermore, they  are 

effectively solvated and their hydration free energies are generally higher with respect to cations, 

even if they have the same absolute charge and comparable size. 

Water is a solvent with unique properties.31 Being at the same time both hydrogen bond 

donor and acceptor, the solvent competes in the recognition process. Besides water displays a 

very high dielectric constant (table 2), which lowers the strength of electrostatic interactions 

between charged species (i.e. between the anion and a positively charged receptor). On the basis 

of these considerations, higher design complexity of the receptors is required to supply  host-

guest interactions able to survive in such medium.

The solubility of receptors in water is a major issue to take into account. Systems, whose 

capability in binding anions have been assessed in organic solvents, are generally insoluble in 

water. An inspection of the literature 

demonstrates that, in many cases, a 

certain amount of organic solvent is 

required both to assure the proper 

solubility of receptors and to increase the 

strength of the interactions which would 

not be detectable in pure water. The 

water content of the solvent mixture can 

be increased as far as the host molecules 

do not aggregate and their affinity towards the anions can be measured. Even though the 

hydrophilicity degree of the receptors can be increased by the introduction of polar substituents, 

yet in some cases a small percentage of an organic solvent is still required. To date very few 

receptors both soluble in pure water and with a sufficiently high affinity towards anionic guests 

have been reported. 

Kubik divided receptors soluble in aqueous solutions into three different classes.32

1) receptors tolerating no more than 30% water in the solvent mixture display  a well-organized 

hydrogen bonding array which tightly bind the anions;

Solvent ε [F mol-1] Solubility in 
water

water 78

methanol 33 miscible

dimethyl sulfoxide 47 miscible

acetonitrile 37 miscible

Table 2 Dielectric constants of various solvents.
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2) receptors allowing the water content to be greater than 30% generally show a good affinity 

towards anions but however are not soluble in pure water;

3) receptors that are soluble in 100% water and efficiently bind to anions.

Summarizing, the recognition and sensing of anions in water require two major problems 

to be solved: a. the choice of a weak interaction to achieve recognition and that is able to survive 

in the aqueous medium; b. a strategy to synthesize receptors soluble in water.

At the beginning, and for a long time, it was believed that only the presence of positive 

charges on the receptors or the coordination to a metal ion could provide an interaction strong 

enough to compete with anion solvation. However, today it has been demonstrated that properly 

designed electro-neutral receptors can satisfactorily bind to anions in aqueous solutions with 

sufficiently high water content. These receptors often combine different types of weak 

interactions that work cooperatively  to overcome the strong water contribution in stabilizing 

anions. This is what Timmerman and co-workers referred to as the “Gulliver-effect”.33 

Macrocyclic polyamines and their bicyclic analogues, such as 1/10 and 1/11,34 bind to 

anions in aqueous solutions. These receptors are protonated to a significant extend even in 

neutral environment and hence are particularly suitable to interact with anionic guests via 

hydrogen bonding. Quantitative 

measurement of the association 

strength may be difficult in these 

c a t i o n i c s p e c i e s d u e t o t h e 

competition with the counterions and 

to the occurrence of several acid-base 

e q u i l i b r i a , r e s u l t i n g i n t h e 

simultaneous presence of multiple host species which interact with anions with different 

strength. Generally  high protonation degree corresponds to a stronger interaction with anions. 

The pH at which a full protonation is achieved depends on the structure of the receptor. For 

instance, two amino groups close to each other will be difficult to protonate because of the 

unfavorable positive charge accumulation. However the binding properties of these receptors 

depends not only on the protonation degree, but also on the position where first protonation 

occurs. Compared to secondary amines, tertiary amines require lower pH values to be 

protonated. Therefore, they can be introduced in specific positions on the receptor to control the 

protonation pattern and the selectivity. This can be furthermore tuned by varying the size of the 
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cavity and the rigidity of the receptor. The latter is influenced by the protonation degree, as the 

structure tends to maximize the distance between ammonium groups. It is also possible to use 

rigid linkers or the quaternization of the nitrogen atoms, as in 1/12. This introduces a positive 

charge that is independent of the pH, but involves the loss of hydrogen bonding.

As previously mentioned, anions play  a crucial role in many biological processes. Through 

evolution, nature has created systems able to bind to anions with high affinity and selectivity in 

aqueous solutions. This is made possible because 

binding sites in the proteins and active sites in the 

enzymes display a pre-organized array of the 

anchor groups, which tightly bind to anions in 

cooperative manner. Moreover natural systems 

provide an environment than less polar the bulk 

solvent and anions may experience stronger 

electrostatic interactions than in water. Proteins and 

enzymes largely exploit favorable hydrophobic 

interactions to bind to those anionic species who 

hardly  tolerate a polar environment such as the one provided by  water. For example, 

hydrophobic pockets can accommodate lipophilic side chains of amino acids, helping to increase 

the affinity towards the substrate. Hydrophobic interactions have been successfully  employed in 

the inclusion of naphthalenesufonates by β-cyclodextrin in water35 or of chloride inside a metal 

coordinated calixarene36. 

Amino acids are the building blocks for proteins and enzymes. Although less than half out 

of the 20 natural amino acids bears groups able to bind anions, on the side chain, proteins such as 

PBP (phosphate binding protein), SBP (sulfate binding proteins) or the chloride channels in some 

bacteria bind to their substrates with incredible affinity and selectivity. It comes natural that 

amino acid based receptors can be used for the recognition of anions in aqueous solutions.37 As 

an example, Kubik reported that the oyster-like bis(cyclopeptides) 1/13 a-d are able to bind to 

sulfate and iodide in water-methanol and water-acetonitrile solutions. 

The high affinity towards the substrate is due not only  to the interactions between the 

receptor and the anion, but also to the favorable interactions between the two cyclopeptide 

subunits induced by conformational changes upon the binding event.38

1/12
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Guanidinium based receptors such as 1/14 have a more disperse positive charge than 

ammonium based ones and thus the interactions with anions are 

less intense. However, they have the advantage to be useful over 

a wide range of pH. Also non-cyclic hosts containing 

guanidinium moieties have been reported to interact with anions 

in water. Schmidtchen pioneered this field, in the early  1994, 

reporting the ability  of receptors 1/15 and 1/16 to bind to 

biologically relevant phosphate species in water (Fig. 1.10).39 
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Lewis acid containing receptors have been widely used in anion recognition chemistry also in 

water. The presence of an electron deficient center, immobilized in an organic frame, permit to 

achieve a foreseeable directionality  of the binding interaction. Boron containing compounds such 

as boronic acids can coordinate and sense40 anions even in water. Compound 1/17, made soluble 

in water using two sulfonium groups, can bind L-dopa under physiological pH conditions.41 

Of course, metal complexes must have a free binding site available for further coordination 

with anions. In the absence of donor guests, this site can be for example occupied by a molecule 

of solvent.42 In the years, Copper(II) and Zinc(II) have revealed to be the most suitable metals to 

be used. Copper (II) complexes undergo a drastic absorption change upon anion binding while 

Zinc(II), being diamagnetic, allows NMR spectroscopy investigation of the binding 

phenomenon. Some organic receptors bearing two metal 

centers have been designed in order to preferably bind 

anions which can bridge the two metal cations.vi  Fabbrizzi 

and co-workers reported that receptor 1/18 can bind to a 

series of inorganic anions showing color shift from blue to 

green, thus providing a naked eye evidence of the 

phenomenon.43

Analogous complexes have been designed by covalently 

linking the Zn(II)cyclen [1,4,7,10-tetraazadodecane] moiety 

to an organic scaffold. Concerning this, Kimura and co-

workers studied the behavior of metal receptors 1/19 and 1/20 in binding phosphate dianions in 

water,44 which mimic the binding mode of enzymes such as alkaline phosphatase.
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Similarly fluorescent Zn(II)homo-dinuclear bis-dipicolylamine complexes 1/21 and 1/22 

have been employed as non-covalent tags for phosphorylated proteins,45 while the compound 

1/23 has found application as fluorescent biosensor to monitor the protein kinase catalyzed 

phosphorylation.46 

The study  on organic compounds containing transition metals continues to be a very rich 

area of interest. Nowadays many efforts are made to modify the organic frameworks in order to 

achieve high degree of selectivity  and/or affinity towards targeted anionic species. The design of 

easily synthesizable complexes is still a target to pursue.

1.4 Metal salophen complexes as anion receptors.

Schiff base ligands are the most versatile compounds in coordination chemistry47 and they 

can accommodate and stabilize different metal in various oxidation states, thus controlling their 
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properties in catalysis and molecular recognition. For this reason such structures have been 

referred to as “priviledged ligands”.48,vii

Salen ligands are tetradentate Schiff bases which were first described in 1933 (Fig. 1.11).49 

They  derive from the condensation of an aliphatic diamine with two equivalents of 

salicylaldehyde and they  gain much attention in 1990s when Jacobsen50 and Katsuki51 reported 

that chiral Mn-salen derivatives (Fig. 1.11a) could perform enantioselective epoxidations on 

unsubstituted alkenes. 

Salophens are very closely related to salen ligand, but the diamine used is an aromatic one 

(Fig. 1.12). In their dianionic form, both salen and salophen ligands provide four binding sites, 

two covalent and two coordinative, arranged in a planar array. This setting allows an equatorial 

coordination to the metal, which keep  the two apical positions available for the coordination to a 

further ligand. Metal-salophen complexes are planar structures thoroughly conjugated, which 

recall the metal coordination of porphyrins and are much easier to synthesize.52 The synthetic 

accessibility of metal-salophen derivatives is actually  one of the main features of these 

compounds. They indeed allow for a modular synthetic approach thanks to the possibility to 

N N

O O
M

N N

O O
M

N N

O O
M

a b c

Figure 1.11 Chemical structures of cyclohexyl-metal-salen (a), metal-salen (b) and metal-salophen (c).

OH O

NH2H2N

N N

HOOH
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43
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2 +
-2 H2O

Figure 1.12 Synthesis of the salophen ligand. The conventional numbering of the 
carbon atoms is reported.
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independently modify their building blocks. The great number of synthetic routes to substituted 

1,2-diaminobenzene and substituted phenols, and thus salicylaldehyes, points up the versatility 

of these structures.

The properties of salen and salophen complexes primarily  rely on the coordinated metal, 

but a critical role is played by its coordination geometry. As outlined above, these ligands display 

a prominent disposition to a square-planar coordination arrangement, which implies the metal to 

lie in the plane formed by the N2O2-donor array. Yet few cases of slightly distorted coordination 

geometry towards a tetrahedral one have been reported.53 In the square-planar coordination 

arrangement, the metal can further interact  with an ancillary ligand by using one of the axial 

positions or an equatorial one, if present. 

In metal coordination chemistry, the recognition of chemical species, operated by a metal 

organic complex, has been regarded as a reverse of the coordination process. This goes back to 

the birth of supramolecular chemistry, when the first accounts reported that the s-block metal 

ions were recognized by the crown ethers. What sets the difference between coordination and 

supramolecular chemistry, a thoroughly debated issue, is that, in metal receptors, organic ligands 

forms kinetically  inert and stable complexes with the metal cation, whereas the supramolecular 

host-guest recognition is often characterized by a fast ligand exchange.

According to Steed,54 anion receptors containing a metal center can be classified, 

according to its role, as follows:

i)  those in which the metal plays a structural role and supports the organization of the host   

establishing non-labile interactions with the organic ligands;

ii)  those in which it provides the primary binding site for anions;

iii) those where it is part of the sensing unit;

iv) self-assembled coordination complexes which involve anion templation;

v)  solid-state polymer networks which bind anions.

Metal-salophen based receptors mostly belong to the second group since, apart from 

additional binding motifs, they  essentially employ  the free binding site of the metal to interact 

with the guest. The anion binding properties of various metal salophen complexes are well 

established and documented.55 

Iron(III) salen and salophen complexes were first described in 1938.56 They have been 

reported to form µ-oxo-bridged dimers of formula [{Fe(salen)}2O] and [{Fe(saloph)}2O],57 
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analogous to structures found in several met-formsviii of the invertebrate oxygen binding protein 

hemerythrin (Hr).58 Iron(III) Schiff bases form bridged complexes of formula [{Fe(ligand)}2X], 

[{Fe(ligand)}3X], in which Y is a di- or tricarboxylate anion59 and [Fe(ligand)Y]2,where Y is a 

carboxylate monoanion or a phenolate.60 Moreover iron salophen complexes have been recently 

inserted on the active site of apo-myoglobin (apo-Mb)61 and heme-oxygenase (HO)62 in order to 

create artificial metallo-proteins.

A number of salophen and salen complexes carrying different transition metal cations have 

been successfully  employed to dope polymeric membranes to be used as ion selective electrodes 

(ISEs). Complexes bearing zirconium(IV),63 cadmium(II),64 vanadyl (VO2+),65 gallium(III),66 

aluminium(III) and tin(IV)67 cations, supported on plasticizers such as PVC give a selective 

response upon anion recognition. In many of these cases, the selectivity is independent of the 

Hofmeister series, thus indicating that the metal-anion affinity directly governs the process.

Zinc is the only metal cation present in all classes of enzymes. It has a flexible 

coordination geometry which allows proteins to rapidly  undergo conformational changes when 

performing biological reactions.68 Zinc complexes display  fluorescence properties that  are 

influenced by the anion binding and are particularly appealing as sensors.69 Interesting 

informations regarding the anion binding properties of Zn-salophen derivatives have been 

reported by Kleij and co-workers.70 The association 

between the complex 1/24 and a ser ies of 

tetrabutylammonium salts was rationalized by proton 

NMR spectroscopy. Anions such as chloride, bromide, 

iodide, acetate and phenoxyde induce an upfield shift of 

imine and aryl protons of the receptor, while the non-

coordinating anions PF6– and ClO4– lead to negligible 

changes in the spectrum. Notably  the complex shows a 

tendency to form a 2:1 complex in the presence of low 

concentrations of acetate, as confirmed in the solid state by  the X-rays diffraction analysis of the 

complex crystal (see Fig. 1.13). Instead, receptor 1/25 display a less strong tendency to form 2:1 

complexes because of the steric hindrance provided by the additional tert-butyl groups.

N N

OO
Zn

R' R'

RR

1/24; R = t-Bu, R' = H
1/25; R, R' = t-Bu
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Recently  the Zinc- and Copper-salophen complexes 1/26, bearing two ammonium groups, 

have been reported to interact with DNA in water.71 Our group  reported the synthesis of the 

neutral Zn-salophen complex 1/27, able to bind to carboxylates in pure water.72 Unexpectedly it 

operates an enantioselective recognition of amino acids through multiple binding interactions.

Unquestionably, among the great number of metal-salophen complexes, uranyl derivatives 

are those most extensively surveyed in the anion recognition field. Owed to their peculiar 

geometry, these complexes allow for the introduction of additional binding motifs that can 

directly  interact  with the anions, located on the fifth equatorial binding site of the metal, 

enhancing the affinity and/or the selectivity. Uranyl-salophen derivatives are neutral receptors 

and allow the study of the binding phenomena without the interference of electrostatic 

interactions. Since the work presented is mainly  focused on these complexes, their properties 

will be discussed in detail in the following chapter.

Figure 1.13 Structure of the complex between  1/24  and acetate, 
showing the 2:1 association with the anion bridging the two 
metal receptors.

N N

OO
M

1/26; M = Zn(II), Cu(II)
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CHAPTER 2
Synthesis of water-soluble uranyl salophen complexes.

The general characteristics of the uranyl-salophen complexes are presented in this chapter. The 

first part provides a general overview of their structural features and their properties as anion 

receptors, both in organic solvents and in aqueous solutions. Thereafter, the first water soluble 

uranyl salophen derivative and the issues pertaining its synthesis are reported here, together 

with the attempts made so far to increase the solubility in water of metal-salophen complexes.

2.1 Uranyl-salophen complexes.

Uranium mainly occurs in nature as uranyl cation, UO22+, in which the metal is in the 

highest oxidation state and bound to two oxygen (“yl”) atoms. These oxo ligands are in the trans 

arrangement and the robustness of the uranium-oxygen bond can be ascribed to its covalent 

character.1 The two U=O bonds are therefore kinetically  and thermodynamically stable, and the 

reactions primarily occur on the equatorial binding sites present on the metal. It  is well known 

that the uranyl cation forms stable complexes with the salophen ligand and the deprotonation of 

the two phenolic groups, upon the coordination, leads to neutral metallo-oraganic complexes.2 

Though very few cases of hexagonal bipyramidal coordination geometry have been reported for 

the uranyl cation,3 its salophen complexes display a well-defined preference for a pentagonal 

bipyramidal coordination geometry. In this arrangement, the four equatorial binding site on the 

metal center are occupied by the donor atoms of the ligand and the fifth one generally 

accommodates a solvent molecule, such as water or methanol, in the absence of other guests.4 

The uranyl salophen complex can be regarded as a hard Lewis acid immobilized in an organic 

framework, thus it displays the properties of the uranyl cation and preferably  interacts with hard 

Lewis bases.5 Being the radius of the uranyl cation (r = 1.38 Å) too large to fit the cavity  of the 

ligand, the coordination causes a distortion of the salophen structure and the resulting complex 

has a “bird-like” shape rather than a planar one, with the aromatic rings lying outside the  N2O2 

plane. Non-symmetrical substituted complexes are inherently chiral6 and a number of 

configurationally stable derivatives are under investigation as potential asymmetric 

supramolecular catalysts.7 Uranyl-salophen complexes, indeed, proved to interact with anionic 

species and  carbonyl compounds,8 thus behaving as receptors, carriers9 and supramolecular 
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catalysts.10 The positions 3 and 3’ of the ligand (fig 2.1) are the closest  to the binding site of 

uranyl salophen complexes and through a proper decoration of the receptors in these positions 

with designed pendant arms it is possible to achieve an enhancement of affinity and selectivity. 

Notably  the macrocyclic compound 2/1, reported by Reinhoudt and co-workers,11 binds to urea 

in a supramolecular fashion with an extremely high affinity (Kass is estimated to be higher than 

108 M-1), mimicking the binding site of the enzyme urease. As confirmed by solid state analysis, 

the recognition combines the primary Lewis acid-base interaction to the metal with the hydrogen 

bonding between the amido groups and the oxygen atoms of the crown ether (Fig 2.2). 

Compound 2/2, instead, exploits van der Waals π-π stacking interactions to increase the affinity 

towards ketones with an extended aromatic surface, such as perynaphtenone (Kass: 8000 M-1). As 

far as supramolecular catalysis is concerned, the coordination to uranyl-salophen derivatives 

proved to activate the carbonyl group towards nucleophilic attack and stabilize the transition 

Figure 2.1  Structure of the salophen ligand with the numbering of 
the salicylaldehyde aromatic rings.
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Figure 2.2 Compound 2/1 (left). X-ray structure of compound 2/1 coordinating a urea 
molecule (right) Both the interaction with the metal center and the hydrogen bonds with 
the crown ether are shown.
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state of addition reactions. Examples are the Diels-Alder cycloaddition between benzoquinone 

and 1,3-cyclohexadiene, performed by derivative 2/3ix (Fig. 2.4a),12 the Michael-type conjugate 

addition of thiophenol to 2-cyclopenten-1-one performed by compound 2/4 (Fig. 2.4b)13 and the 

phenyl acetate ester bond cleavage in the macrocyclic derivative 2/5 (Chart 1).14 
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Figure 2.3  Computer drawn CPK model (right) of the complex between 
compoud 2/2 and perynaphtenone (left).
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2.2 Uranyl-salophen complexes as anion receptors.

As already mentioned, uranyl-salophen derivatives are hard Lewis acids and can form 

complexes with anions. Pointless to state that  the harder the character of the anion, the stronger 

the interaction will be. In a work dating back to the early nineties, Reinhoudt and co-workers 

shed some light on the ability of these metal complexes to bind to anionic species.15 They 

reported the X-ray structure of the complex between receptor 2/6 and tetraethylammonium 
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Figure 2.4 Uranyl-salophen derivatives as catalysts. (a) Diels-Alder cycloaddition performed by 
derivative 2/3 and (b) representation of the transition state for the Michael-type addition of thiophenol to 
2-cyclopenten-1-one.
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chloride, thus confirming both the bent structure and the coordination  geometry  of the uranyl 

center in such compounds (Fig. 2.5). Again, higher affinity  and selectivity  can be achieved by 

decorating the 3 position on the salicylaldehyde precursor. The receptor 2/7 bears two amido 

groups and binds to dihydrogen phosphate anion in a competitive solvent such as DMSO (Kass = 

1.5·103 M-1), while no complexation was observed with Cl‾, HSO4‾, SCN‾ and ClO4‾. The 

interaction between the phosphate and 2/7 is only three times stronger than that observed for 

receptor 2/8 (Kass = 5.1·102 M-1) and this is a clear evidence that the driving force in the 

recognition process is the acid-base interaction and that the additional hydrogen bonding 

interactions from the -(C=O)NH- groups provide an extra stabilization of the complex. The 

involvement of the amido groups is highlighted by the downfield shift of the NH protons, in the 
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NMR spectrum, upon phosphate  complexation 

and this coordination arrangement is also 

featured in the solid state. X-ray  analysis indeed 

shows that a H2PO4‾ anion interacts with the 

metal center and forms hydrogen bonds with the 

pendant arms of the ligand. Interestingly a 

second phosphate anion remains bound to the 

first one through hydrogen bonding, although it 

does not interact  directly with any  part of the 

receptor (Fig. 2.6).16 

High affinity towards fluoride anion is a common 

feature in uranyl-salophen derivatives.17 The 

simplest complex 2/6, indeed, binds tightly to F− 

in DMSO (Kass = 2.51·106 M-1) while showing 

negligible affinity towards the other halides and the less basic anions ClO4‾ and SO42‾. 

Nevertheless, species such as AcO‾, CN‾ and H2PO4‾, that form less stable complexes than 

fluoride, still compete with it to bind to receptor 2/6 (table 1).

In order to increase the selectivity for the fluoride recognition, an approach based on the 

host sterical demand can be employed.18 Receptor 2/9, bearing two tert-butyl groups on the 

Figure 2 .6 Structure of the complex 
2/7·2H2PO4‾. TBA fragments and solvent 
molecules are omitted for clarity. The crystal was 
obtained by slow diffusion of diisopropyl ether 
into a MeCN solution of 2/7 and two-fold excess 
of the Bu4N+ H2PO4‾.

Anion K (M-1)

AcO‾ 2570

H2PO4‾ 1·104

CN‾ 230

F‾ > 106

Table 1 Binding constant values for the association of 
the receptor 2/6 with various anions in DMSO at 25 °C.
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positions closest to the binding site, while showing a 

50-fold decrease in the binding affinity  towards 

phosphate, still binds effectively the other two 

competitive anions. Thus a more sterically 

demanding macrocyclic host was thought to be able 

to discriminate fluoride over all the other anions. 

Nevertheless, as a consequence of the rigidity of the 

o-phenilenediamine linker, it  was not possible to obtain a suitable cyclic salophen based receptor 

and hence the more flexible salen derivative 2/10 

was synthesized. The affinity of cyclophane 2/10 

towards fluoride is still comparable to that showed 

by the other uranyl-salophen receptors, but its 

selectivity turns out to be at  least 105 higher. Indeed, 

no considerable changes in the UV-vis absorption 

spectrum of a 2/10 solution were detected upon the 

addition of solutions of acetate, cyanide or 

phosphate tetraalkylammonium salts.17

Furthermore our group reported that uranyl-salophen derivatives can coordinate ion pairs 

both in solution and in the solid state. Given that the recognition of the ion pairs is generally 

favored with respect to the single ion binding in organic solvents,19 receptors 2/11 and 2/12, 

endowed with aromatic pendant arms, demonstrated to strongly  bind to alkali metal20 and 

ammonium21 halides. Proton NMR and X-ray analysis highlighted that the halide anion binds to 

the free coordination site on the uranium, while the ammonium cation lies on the aromatic 
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surface of the two side arms, establishing π-cation 

interaction (Fig. 2.7). More complex supramolecular 

architectures appear, instead, in the coordination of 

alkali metal halides. A dimeric assembly forms 

around a (MX)2 core when, for example, cesium 

chloride binds to receptor 2/11 (Fig 2.8).

Undoubtedly, uranyl-salophen complexes are highly 

versatile receptors in organic solvents and, under 

proper conditions, they maintain the affinity towards 

anions even in aqueous solutions.

Anion sensitive membranes display a selectivity 

governed by the lipophilicity  of the ions, according to the previously mentioned Hofmeister 

series. This selectivity can be altered with the use of a receptor which has high affinity  towards 

the targeted anion and which is able to overcome the energy required to extract it from the 

aqueous solution. Reinhoudt and co-workers outlined the practical applications of the uranyl-

salophen recognition properties in the 

anion transport field.22 A number of 

differently 5’-substituted complexes was 

synthesized and their ability in selective 

anion transport across membranes was 

found to be significantly dependent on 

the nature of the substituents. In 

particular 5,5’-dinitro derivative doped 

membranes (PVC based) revealed to 

work as selective electrodes for the 

nitrite anion. Ion selective electrodes 

(ISEs) and chemical field-effect transistors (CHEMFETs)x are devices in which the ion-receptor 

interaction is converted into an electric signal.23 They are sensors largely used to monitor the 

concentration of a targeted ion in water environment, especially  in biological essays.24 Uranyl-

salophen complexes bearing long alkyl chains on the phenylenediamine ring have been used as 

ionophores to create selective electrodes. In particular derivatives 2/13-2/15 have been employed 

Figure 2.7 VdW presentation of the 
structure of the complex between receptor 
2/11 and TMACl.

Figure 2.8 X-ray structure of the dimeric assembly 
between CsCl and complex 2/11.
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to create phosphate-selective electrodes,25 while derivatives 2/13, 2/16-2/18 to build fluoride-

selective ones.26

2.3 Recognition of anions in aqueous solutions.

Given that uranyl-salophen receptors, when embedded in a polymeric membrane, seem to 

be able to pay off the dehydration energy of the anions, it  comes naturally to direct  the attention 

to a more extensive investigation of their properties in the aqueous medium. Receptor 2/6 is 

completely insoluble in water and different strategies can be adopted to bring it in aqueous 

environment. Our group, in collaboration with that  of Prof. Bartik (Université Libre de 

Bruxelles), proposed the inclusion of receptor 2/6 into cetyltrimehylammonium bromide 

(CTABr) micelles. In 50 mM solution of the surfactant, 2/6 becomes soluble up  to millimolar 

concentrations and binds to fluoride with the highest affinity so far reported for a neutral receptor 

in water (Kass = 10800 ± 800 M-1).27 Given that the affinity of the same receptor towards fluoride 

drops far down in methanol (Kass = 360 ± 20 M-1), when compared with that shown in DMSO 

(see table 1), it  is clear that the role of the CTABr is not  that of a simple carrier, since it  provides 

a less competitive environment around the binding site, as proteins and enzymes do. NOE and 

PRE experiments, indeed, demonstrate that 2/6 is located in the outer part of the micelle, with 

the protons H3 and H4  (see Fig. 2.1) pointing towards the bulk solution (Fig. 2.9). 

This approach has the clear advantage that no chemical modifications are required, but it 

has to be stressed that the location and the stability  of the uranyl-salophen complexes heavily 
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depend on their structure. Therefore this cannot be considered a general method. Moreover, even 

if in this case the system benefits by the supramolecular contribution of the surfactant, it  should 

be noted that the binding between the anion and the receptor is further influenced by the 

electrostatic attraction exerted by the cationic heads of CTABr and by the competition with the 

counterions. 

The approach we present in this work is quite different and aims at the introduction of 

hydrophilic groups on the salophen ligand in order to make the uranyl-complex soluble in water. 

The choice was whether to introduce charged or neutral moieties. The presence of negatively 

charged groups may lead to a decrease of the binding constants due to repulsive interactions with 

the anions, whereas positively charged moieties would lead, in principle, to the same issues of 

the presence of cationic surfactants. This means that the binding process does not involve a clean 

anion to metal association, but more likely it  would be the result  of different interactions, 

comprising the competition with the counterion for the binding site and the electrostatic 

interaction with the cationic group. Our investigation was first meant to the evaluation of the 

pure Lewis acid-base interaction in water, instead. On these premises we introduced neutral 

hydrophilic groups using a strategy previously  reported by our group.28 One of the major 

detoxification processes that occur in the liver of animals consists in the conjugation of 

xenobiotic substances with a sugar moiety. Drawing inspiration from the nature, we planned to 

introduce a glucose pendant on the salicylaldehyde. Therefore receptor 2/23, bearing two D-

glucose units, was synthesized according to the scheme reported in figure 2.10.

Figure 2.9 Pictorial representation of receptor 2/6 inside the CTABr micelle.
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The synthetic pathway consists of three main steps. The chloromethyl salicylaldehyde 2/19 

was reacted with the commercially available protected glucose 2/20 in the presence of an excess 

sodium hydride as base. Subsequent removal of the protecting groups with sulfuric acid afforded 

aldehyde 2/22. The reaction was actually  carried out in two steps because different conditions are 

required to remove the two acetonide moieties. The final metal assisted condensation of ortho-

phenylenediamine with two equivalents of 2/22 in methanol afforded the desired product, which 

was recovered through precipitation with diethyl ether. With respect to the reported synthesis of 

the Zn coordinated 2/23 analogue, few procedures have been optimized. In particular the 

solvents for the chromatographic purification have been replaced to achieve a better separation 
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Figure 2.10 Synthetic pathway to complex 2/23.
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of the crude reaction products. In addition, refluxing the mixture for one hour did not afford the 

compound 2/23 and consequently the solution was stirred overnight at room temperature, 

instead. The complex displays a fair solubility in pure water, sufficiently  high to carry out the 

spectophotometric experiments that will be presented in the next chapter.

The removal of the two acetone molecules to afford 2/22, although achieved with more 

than satisfactory  yield, requires different solvent conditions to gain completion. In order to 

perform a one-pot removal of both the two acetonide moieties, we tested different conditions, 

such as increasing concentration of sulfuric acid, TFA, and acidic resins. We found that the 

Amberlyst 15  (H+ form) resin affords the deprotected product in a single step, nevertheless the 

yield was significantly lower than the classic two-step removal, which still remains the best 

procedure.

A drawback in the synthesis of aldehyde 2/22 is the poor yield of the first step, which is 

around 25%. We tried to increase it by changing different  parameters in the reaction conditions 

and in the work-up  protocol, but to no avail. We speculated that the deprotonated chloromethyl 

salicylaldehyde may undergo an elimination process, leading to the formation of the semi-

quinone species 2/24 (Fig. 2.11).29 Being much more reactive than the parent salicyladehyde, this 

species can yield the byproducts found in the crude reaction mixture.

Nonetheless the low yield of the reaction still represents a weakness of the synthetic 

pathways. We reasoned that the problem could be solved through the design of a different  way to 

link the sugar moiety to the aldehyde unit. The route to compound 2/26 contemplates the Lewis 

acid assisted substitution to the activated anomeric carbon of the glucose, followed by the 

introduction of a formyl group on the phenyl moiety, the removal of the acetyl groups with 

sodium methoxide and the eventual hydrolysis of the methoxy group with lithium chloride in dry 

DMF (Fig. 2.12).30 Accordingly  to a reported procedure,31 α-D-glucose pentaacetate was reacted 

O
CHO

Cl

-  Cl- CHO
O

2/24

Figure 2.11 Proposed mechanism for the formation of the species 2/24.
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with hydrogen bromide in acetic acid to activate the C1 position. Unfortunately  any attempt to 

further react the bromide 2/25 with 4-methoxyphenol with silver oxide or silver carbonate in 

acetonitrile failed to afford the product.

The copper catalyzed Huisgen 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition between alkynes and azides 

(CuAAC) is nowadays largely used in organic and bioorganic synthesis.32 Alkynes and azides, 

although displaying a mutual reactivity, are compatible with many organic functional groups, 

especially those present in biomolecules. For the wide applicability, the CuAAC has been used in 

many different fields ranging from the biomolecule tagging33 to the covalent coverage of 

surfaces34 and it  was defined as the “cream of the crop” of the click-chemistry.35 An interesting 

characteristic of the CuAAC is that, unlike the non-catalyzed reaction, it is 100% regioselective 

and affords the anti isomer as the only product (Fig. 2.13).36 We envisaged that the triazole 
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formation could be a viable way  to successfully  connect the sugar moiety to the salicylaldehyde 

and thus we planned a synthetic strategy which makes use of the CuAAc reaction (scheme in 

Fig. 2.14).

The 5-azidomethyl salicylaldehyde can be easily obtained from the corresponding benzyl 

chloride in almost quantitative yield, while the protected propargyl glucofuranose 2/29 can be 

synthesized by reacting the corresponding alcohol (2/20) with propargyl bromide in the presence 

of a base. The reaction was performed using sodium hydroxide as base and TBAI as phase 

transfer catalyst,37 and afforded the product with a yield higher than 90% after chromatographic 

purification. The following triazole formation was carried out in the classic conditions reported 

for the Huisgen CuAAC, using ascorbic acid as reducing agent to generate Cu(I) in situ. The 

aldehyde 2/31 was thus obtained after the removal of the acetonide groups using sulfuric acid as 

previously  described. Eventually, complex 2/32 was obtained and fully characterized through 

two dimensional COSY spectroscopy. Noteworthy the aldehyde 2/31 was obtained from the 5-

chloromethyl salicyaldehyde and 2/20 with 50% overall yield, while the aldehyde 2/22 in 22% 

yield starting from the same reagents. Thus, despite this new pathway requires a greater number 

of steps with respect to the synthesis of 2/22, it allows to obtain a glucose appended 

salicylaldehyde in higher yields than the previous one. The leading idea of this new synthetic 

route was that the presence of the triazole moiety  would have increased the solubility  in water of 

the final complex, as well as providing a versatile method to afford a library  of suitable 

precursors for water soluble metal-salophen complexes. Considering the results we were dealing 

with, this approach seemed to be very promising, but unfortunately  the final complex 2/32 

displays a poor solubility in pure water, lower than that of 2/23.
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2.4 Strategies to achieve higher solubility in water.

As mentioned, complex 2/23 has an acceptable, yet low, solubility in water. It is able to 

bind to some inorganic and organic anions in water and its binding properties will be discussed 

in detail in the following chapter. Nevertheless the quite low solubility  precludes any technique, 

other than the UV-vis light absorption spectroscopy, to be used to investigate its binding 

properties in solution. NMR spectroscopy, for example, is ineligible because the solutions of 

2/23 cannot reach concentrations high enough to fulfill its sensitivity. The NMR characterization 

was indeed made in polar  organic solvent such as methanol or, even better, dimethyl sulfoxide. 

Moreover the presence of the two glucose moieties does not allow any additional lipophilic 

substituent to be present on the ligand skeleton since this causes a dramatic solubility drop. This 

is witnessed by the fact that phenyl decorated complex 2/33, previously synthesized, is 

completely insoluble in water, and slightly  soluble in the majority  of the organic polar solvents 

such as methanol and dimethyl formamide. Our initial goal was, once established their binding 

properties, the study of the catalytic 

behavior of the uranyl-salophen 

derivatives in water. In the recent years 

much the reaction that proceed in water 

have gained an increasing attention.38 

With respect to the organic solvents, 

water offers unquestionably many 

advantages, not least the fact that it  is a 

cheap, non toxic, largely  available solvent and thus an appealing medium for organic reactions. 

Since 1980, when Rideout and Breslow reported the hydrophobic acceleration of the Diels-Alder 

reaction in the presence of water,39 it  was clear that the aqueous environment plays a sort of 

catalytic role. The so-called “on water” catalysis40 is however not to be ascribable completely  to 

hydrophobic effects since, in some cases, the enhancement of the reaction rate may be also 

recorded with respect to solvent-free conditions. Given that the role of water is far from being 

fully  understood and that its catalytic activity varies according to a number of parameters, the 

recurring on water, in the presence of water and on water definitions are to date interchangeably 

used to describe reactions that proceed under very different conditions.38 Although organic 

reactions benefit from the rate enhancement provided by the aqueous solutions, water does not 

meet requirements, such as stereoselectivity, generally fulfilled by  the catalysts especially  when 
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the synthesis of natural active products is involved. As the use of water as solvent (or co-solvent) 

for organic reactions is becoming more and more widespread, the quest for water soluble 

catalysts able to perform ever more demanding transformations turns to be of great interest in 

organic chemistry. Consequently we strived to find a suitable way to synthesize ligands with 

high solubility  in water to form hydrophilic metal-salophen complexes. The synthesis of 

aldehyde 2/31 was in part conceived with this purpose. Even though modified ortho-

phenilenediamines with appended sugar moieties have been reported,41 their synthesis involves 

air sensitive intermediates that require extremely careful handling. Hence our choice to focus on 

the aldehydic precursor of the salophen ligand as junction site for an hydrophilic pendant.

Naringin, 2/34, is a naturally  occurring flavanone glycoside. It  is the major flavonoid in 

grapefruit, responsible for its bitter taste, and exerts a variety of beneficial pharmacological 

effects.42 The molecule consists of a rhamnosyl-glucosyl disaccharide moiety connected to the 

naringenin flavanone structure, which theoretically  should be suitable to form salophen-like 

structures (Fig 2.15). Thus naringin can be regarded as a potentially ready-to-use precursor for 

the synthesis of a water soluble salophen-type ligands 2/35. Nevertheless, to date, any  attempt to 

react naringin with 1,2-diaminobenzene, including the metal template one-pot synthesis of the 

complex, failed to afford the desired product.

The idea of having a disaccharide unit on the salicylaldehyde, instead of the glucose 

moiety, seems a viable way to reach a higher solubility in water. The chemistry of carbohydrates 

is fascinatingly wide and offers a broad range of protocols that allows to achieve the selective 
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reactivity of the single hydroxy  groups of 

the sugars.43 The reaction between the β-

methyl lactoside 2/39 (LacβOMe) and 

benzyl bromide in the presence of 

dibutyltin oxide is described in the 

literature.44 The dibutyltin oxide is 

known to form cyclic dibutylstannylene 

acetals with sugars, preferably  with cis 

diol arrays,45 which show an enhanced 

nucleophilicity of the equatorial oxygen 

atom.46 With the methyl lactoside 2/39 

the reaction proceeds via a 5-membered stannylene intermediate, which spans the oxygen atoms 

in the positions 3 and 4 of the galactopyranoside unit, and affords exclusively  the 3’-benzyl 

derivative of LacβOMe, 2/40, with complete regioselectivity (Fig. 2.16). Accordingly we 

prepared the β-methyl lactoside (scheme in Fig. 2.17) and tried to react it  with 5-chloromethyl 

salicylaldeyde using the dibutyltin oxide. However the starting material was always recovered 

unreacted. Since the coupling reaction is reported with benzyl bromide and not chloride we 

thought that the problem could be the scarce reactivity  of the benzyl halide. Thus we synthesized 

the 5-bromomethyl salicylaldeyde, but we were not able to obtain the coupling product.

 

Figure 2.15 Structural relations between the flavanone 
moiety and the salicylaldehyde.
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Due to our limited experience in the field of sugar chemistry, we started a collaboration 

with Dr. Emiliano Bedini (University of Naples). The proposed synthetic pathway leads to the 

saccharide-salicylaldehyde derivative in four steps, starting from the per-O-acetylated sugars.47 

The reaction exploits the 5-chloromethyl salicylaldeyde S-alkylation of glycosyl isothiouronium 

salts, readily available from acetylated saccharides through glycosyl iodides (Fig. 2.18).48 The 
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procedure is highly stereoselectivityxi, and extremely versatile since α and β as well as 1→4 and 

1→6 linkages are all stable to reaction conditions.Therefore this can be a viable approach to 

guarantee a good solubility in water whatsoever substituents are present on the salicylaldeyde. 

To date a series of oligosaccharides have been successfully coupled with the 5-

chloromethyl salicylaldeyde, including di- and trisaccharides. With the lactose derived product 

2/41 we were able to synthesize the corresponding uranyl-salophen complex 2/42, using the 

classic metal template conditions (Fig. 2.19). Although its solubility is still not quite satisfactory, 

this new approach offers a plethora of options to connect different types of sugar to the salophen 

skeleton, thus increasing the hydrophilic portion of the ligand. Furthermore saccharide appended 

small organic compounds may undergo a gelation process in aqueous solutions and are known to 

be part of the low-molecular-weight hydrogelators (LMWHs) pool.49 As outlined in the previous 

chapter, gels may act as sensors because the sol-gel transition can be influenced by other non 

covalent processes which induce or inhibit  the gel formation. The versatility  of this new 

synthetic approach will lead to the creation of a library of metal-salophen derivatives with 

different oligosaccharides appended, whose properties in aqueous solutions can be studied. We 

consider to investigate their behavior in such media and evaluate their eligibility to form anion-

responsive gels.
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Figure 2.19 Synthesis of the thiolactoside appended complex 2/42.
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All the synthetic approaches here reported clearly contemplate a step which leads to a 

highly  polar product. This is, of course, a common feature and one of the major drawbacks in the 

synthesis of water soluble organic compounds. As pointed out by Reinhoudt, Verboom and co-

workers, “ideally the water solubility should not  be introduced until the last step of the 

synthesis”,50 since the classic purification methods, such as flash chromatography, cannot be 

always used. 

In order to make the synthesis of water soluble metal salophen-type receptors simpler and 

much more elegant, we searched an alternative strategy to achieve such receptors. We came up 

with the idea that  the supramolecular inclusion of the adamatane derived compounds into the 

cavity of the β-cyclodextrin could be suitably employed to bring the complexes in water.

Cyclodextrins 2/43 (Fig. 2.20)51 are known to form 1:1 inclusion complexes in aqueous 

solutions, exploiting the hydrophobic interactions between the guest  and the lipophilic cavity  of 

the host.52 In particular the adamantyl moiety (AD) perfectly  fits the cavity of the β-cyclodextrin 

(β-CD) and the strength of such interaction in water typically  ranges between 103 and 105 M-1, 

depending on the structure of both the host and the guest (Fig. 2.21).53 Due to the unique 

property  of enhancing the solubility in water of organic solutes, the non covalent interaction 

between β-CD and AD has been successfully  exploited to achieve solubility  of dendrimeric 

structures,54 self-assembly of porphyrin nanowires in water,55 hydrophilic supramolecular co-

polymers56 and to enhance the affinity of single-walled carbon nanotube (SWCNT) based 

biosensors, as a better alternative to the avidin-biotin interaction.57

 

Figure 2.20  Structure of the naturally occurring cyclodextrins 2/43 (left) and their 
schematic representation as a truncated cone (right).
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Accordingly we synthesized the aldehyde 2/46, endowed with an adamantyl group directly 

linked to the aromatic ring. The synthetic route to complex 2/47 is reported in Fig. 2.22 and 

contemplates the electrophilic aromatic substitution of the adamantyl carbocation on the phenol, 

followed by the introduction of the formyl group  and the condensation with 1,2-diaminobenzene 

in the classic conditions described above for the other uranyl-salophen derivatives.

We isolated the complex 2/47 and we are currently studying its behavior in aqueous 

solutions of β-CD to find the best solubility conditions. The UV-vis light absorption and the two-

dimensional ROESY characterization of the 2/47-β-CD aggregate will be carried out soon.

Figure 2.21 Schematic representation of the complexation equilibrium between adamantane 
carboxylate and β-cyclodextrin showing the close fit of AD to the β-CD cavity.
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Figure 2.22 Synthetic route to adamantyl decorated complex 2/47.
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2.5 Conclusions and future perspectives.

In this chapter the synthesis of the water soluble uranyl-salophen complex 2/23 has been 

described. At the moment the quite low solubility of 2/23 is the aspect we are mostly focused on. 

Among all the attempts made so far to overcome this limit, the conjugation between the glycosyl 

isothiouronium salts and the 5-chloromethyl salicylaldehyde seems to be the only viable 

solution. As mentioned, we are currently working on the synthesis of several oligosaccharide 

appended salophen ligands since the presence of the sugar moieties may have more interesting 

implications than the mere increase of the metal complex solubility.

Furthermore a novel approach to make metal-salophen complexes soluble in water, based 

on the inclusion into cyclodextrins of the adamantyl moieties present on the receptor, is here 

reported. The absence of highly polar groups on the ligand skeleton represents the major 

synthetic advantage of this strategy.

2.6 Experimental section.

5-chloromethyl-2-hydroxybenzaldehyde (2/19).58 

2-hydroxybenzaldehyde (5 ml, 47.7 mmol) and formaldehyde 37% solution in water (3.6 ml, 

48.3 mmol) were mixed in concentrated hydrogen chloride (48 ml) and the mixture was stirred 

overnight at room temperature. The white solid formed was filter off, washed with water and 

redissolved in diethyl ether. The organic solution was dried over anhydrous sodium sulphate and 

the solvent removed under vacuum to afford a pinkish solid. After recrystallization from n-

hexane, the product was isolated as white solid (5.661 g, yield = 48%).
1H NMR (200 MHz, CDCl3) δ (ppm) = 11.05 (s, 1H), 9.88 (s, 1H), 7.58-7.52 (m, 2H), 6.98 (d, 

1H, J = 8.46 Hz), 4.58 (s, 2H).

1,2:5,6-Di-O-isopropylidene-3-O-(3-formyl-4-hydroxybenzyl)-α-D-glucofuranose (2/21).28 

Sodium hydride 60% dispersion in mineral oil (1.0 g, 25 mmol) was placed under argon 

atmosphere in a dry flask, washed three times with n-hexane, and suspended in anhydrous THF 

(10 ml). At 0 °C, a solution of 1,2:5,6-di-O-isopropylidene-α-D-glucofuranose 2/20 (0.802 g, 

3.08 mmol) in anhydrous THF (5 ml) was slowly  added. After the evolution of hydrogen had 

ceased, the resulting solution was stirred for 20 min at room temperature. A solution of 5-
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chloromethyl-2-hydroxybenzaldehyde 2/19 (0.503 g, 2.95 mmol) in anhydrous THF (5 ml) was 

slowly added, followed by tetrabutylammonium iodide (0.029 g, 0.079 mmol), and the resulting 

yellow solution was refluxed overnight. After cooling, the mixture was poured onto crushed ice, 

neutralized with hydrogen chloride and extracted three times with chloroform. The combined 

organic layers were washed with brine and dried over anhydrous sodium sulphate. 

Chromatographic treatment of the crude product (silica gel, chloroform:ethyl acetate 95:5) 

afforded 0.279 g of the product as a colorless oil (yield = 24%).
1H NMR (200 MHz, CDCl3) δ (ppm) = 11.00 (s, 1H), 9.88 (s, 1H), 7.55–7.48 (m, 2H), 6.97 (d, 

1H, J = 8.54 Hz), 5.89 (d, 1H, J = 3.66 Hz), 4.70–4.55 (m, 3H), 4.41–4.29 (m, 1H), 4.15–3.96 

(m, 4H), 1.49 (s, 3H), 1.41 (s, 3H), 1.36 (s, 3H), 1.31 (s, 3H). 13C NMR (50 MHz, CDCl3) δ 

(ppm) = 5 196.6, 161.5, 136.9, 133.0, 129.4, 120.5, 118.0, 112.1, 109.3, 105.4, 82.8, 81.7, 81.4, 

72.5, 71.4, 67.7, 27.0, 26.9, 26.4, 25.7. ESI-MS: m/z = 395.1 [M+H]+, 417.4 [M+Na]+.

3-O-(3-formyl-4-hydroxybenzyl)-D-glucose (2/22).28

1,2:5,6-Di-O-isopropylidene-3-O-(3-formyl-4-hydroxy-benzyl)-α-D-glucofuranose 2/21 (0.270 

g, 0.68 mmol) was dissolved in 9 ml of 4% H2SO4 in water/ethanol 1:1 and the solution was 

stirred overnight at  room temperature. The reaction mixture was neutralized with CaCO3 and 

filtered. The solid was washed with methanol and the hydroalcoholic solution was concentrated 

under vacuum to obtain a syrupy oil that was dissolved in 4% H2SO4 in water (9 ml) and stirred 

overnight. Neutralization with CaCO3 followed by filtration and solvent removal under vacuum 

afforded 0.188 g of the desired product, a 1:1 mixture of the α and β anomers, as a colorless 

syrupy oil (yield = 88%). 
1H NMR (200 MHz, methanol-d4) δ (ppm) = 10.00 (s, 1H), 7.78 (s, 1H), 7.65 (d, 1H, J = 8.57 

Hz), 6.93 (d, 1H, J = 8.53 Hz), 5.13 (d, 0.5H, J = 3.73 Hz), 4.53 (d, 0.5H, J = 7.20 Hz), 3.91–

3.60 (m, 3H), 3.55–3.24 (m, overlapped with isotopic impurity of the solvent). 13C NMR (50 

MHz, methanol-d4) δ (ppm) = 197.3, 162.2, 138.1, 133.6, 132.2, 132.0, 122.2, 118.0, 98.2, 94.1, 

86.2, 83.4, 81.1, 77.9, 76.4, 75.0, 74.8, 73.9, 73.0, 72.9, 71.6, 71.5. ESI-MS: m/z = 315.2        

[M+H]+, 337.1 [M+Na]+

Complex 2/23.59

A solution of 3-O-(3-formyl-4-hydroxybenzyl)-D-glucose 2/22 (0.073 g, 0.232 mmol), 1,2-

diaminobenzene (0.013 g, 0.117 mmol), and UO2(OAc)2 2 H2O (0.051 g, 0.12 mmol) in MeOH 

(8 ml) was stirred for 16 h. The complex was precipitated by slow addition of excess diethyl 
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ether to the reaction mixture. After filtration, compound 2/23 was isolated as a red-orange solid 

(0.078 g, yield 35%). 
1H NMR (300 MHz, methanol-d4) δ (ppm) = 9.54 (s, 2H), 7.82␣7.52 (m, 2H), 7.07 (d, 2H, J = 

8.41 Hz), 5.07 (d, 0.5H, J = 3.73 Hz), 4.46 (d, 0.5H, J = 7.79 Hz), 3.84␣3.59 (m, 6H), 3.47␣3.30 

(m, overlapped with the solvent signal). 13C NMR (75 MHz, methanol-d4) δ (ppm) = 167.6, 

164.6, 145.3, 135.0, 133.6, 127.3, 127.1, 126.9, 122.1, 118.7, 117.9, 95.3, 91.1, 83.1, 80.3, 75.0, 

73.5, 72.9, 72.5, 72.3, 71.0, 70.1, 68.7, 68.6, 59.8, 59.7. HRMS (ESI-TOF): m/z calculated for 

C34H38N2O16NaU+ 991.2627, found 991.2643. The elemental analysis was not satisfactory even 

though NMR spectra and HPLC analysis confirmed purity. The formation of stable metal 

carbides might be the reason for the poor analysis.28,41

2,3,4,6-Tetra-O-acetyl-α-bromo-D-glucopyranose (2/25).31 

To neat α-D-glucose pentaacetate (1.242 g, 3.18 mmol) 33% HBr solution in acetic acid was 

added. The resulting solution was stirred at  room temperature. When tlc analysis 

(cyclohexane:ethyl acetate, 1:1) showed complete conversion of the starting material to one 

single product (about 3h), the crude reaction was transferred into a separatory funnel and 

dichloromethane was added. The organic layer was extracted with portions of water, until the 

acid was washed away, and dried over anhydrous sodium sulfate. Evaporation of the solvent 

under vacuum afforded 1.127 g of the product as a white solid (Rf = 0.5; yield = 86%).
1H NMR (200 MHz, CDCl3) δ (ppm) = 6.61 (d, 1H, J = 3.98 Hz), 5.61-5.52 (m, 1H), 5.21-5.12 

(m, 1H), 4.88-4.81 (m, 1H), 4.36-4.30 (m, 2H), 4.16-4.10 (m, 1H), 2.10-2.04 (m, 12H). 

5-azidomethyl-2-hydroxybenzaldehyde (2/27).60 

5-chloromethyl-2-hydroxybenzaldehyde 2/19 (0.503 g, 2.95 mmol) and sodium azide (0.202 g, 

3.11 mmol) were mixed in anhydrous DMF and stirred overnight under argon atmosphere. The 

solution was diluted with ethyl acetate (20 ml) and washed several times with water. The organic 

layer was dried over anhydrous sodium sulfate and the solvent removed under vacuum to afford 

0.446 g of the product as an orangish oil (yield = 85 %).
1H NMR (200 MHz, CDCl3) δ (ppm) = 11.08 (s, 1H), 9.91 (s, 1H), 7.60-7.54 (m, 2H), 6.99 (d, 

1H, J = 8.46 Hz), 2.67 (s, 2H). GC-MS (+): m/z = 177 [M]+, 100% 
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1,2:5,6-Di-O-isopropylidene-3-O-propynyl-α-D-glucofuranose (2/29).

Propargyl bromide 80% wt in toluene (1 ml, 11.2 mmol) and 1,2:5,6-di-O-isopropylidene-a-D-

glucofuranose 2/20 (2.115 g, 8.13 mmol) were combined in dichloromethane (20 ml). A 50% wt 

NaOH solution in water (10 ml) was added, followed by tetrabutylammonium iodide (1.556 g, 

4.21 mmol), and mixture was vigorously stirred for 3 days. The mixture was transferred in a 

separatory funnel and the aqueous layer was exctracted with CH2Cl2. The combined organic 

portions were dried over anhydrous sodium sulfate and the solvent was removed under vacuum. 

After chromatographic treatment of the crude reaction (silica gel; ethyl acetate:n-hexane, 8:2) the 

product was recovered as a colorless oil (2.323 g, yield = 96%).
1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3) δ (ppm) = 5.95 (d, 1H, J = 3.60 Hz), 4.70-4.68 (m, 1H), 4.35-4.30 

(m, 3H), 4.22-4.03 (m, 4H), 2.54 (t, 1H, J = 2.40 Hz) 1.56 (s, 3H), 1.49 (s, 3H), 1.41 (s, 3H), 

1.38 (s, 3H). GC-MS (+): m/z = 283 [M – CH3·]+, 100%

1,2:5,6-Di-O-isopropylidene-3-O-[4-(3-formyl-4hydroxybenzyl)-triazol-1-yl]methyl-α-D-

glucofuranose (2/30).

5-azidomethyl-2-hydroxybenzaldehyde 2/27 (0.446 g, 2.52 mmol), 1,2:5,6-Di-O-

isopropylidene-3-O-propargyl-α-D-glucofuranose 2/29 (0.835 g, 2.80 mmol), ascorbic acid 

(0.218 g, 1.24 mmol) and copper(II) sulfate (0.085 g, 0.53 mmol) were combined in ethanol/

water, 1:1 (170 ml). The solution was stirred at 50 °C for 3h and then allowed to cool down to 

room temperature. The greenish-yellow solution was extracted three times with 

dichloromethane. The combined organic layers were washed with brine, dried over anhydrous 

sodium sulfate and the solvent was removed under vacuum. Chromatographic treatment of the 

crude reaction (silica gel; ethyl acetate:chloroform, 1:1) afforded 0.713 g of the product as a 

colorless waxy solid (yield = 60 %, non optimized).
1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3) δ (ppm) = 11.06 (s, 1H), 9.87 (s, 1H), 7.56-7.44 (m, 3H), 7.03-7.00 

(m, 1H), 5.85 (d, 1H, J = 3.60 Hz), 5.50 (s, 2H), 4.80-4.78 (m, 2H), 4.59-4.57 (m, 1H), 4.26-3.97 

(m, 5H), 1.48 (s, 3H), 1.37 (s, 3H), 1.30 (s, 6H).

3-O-[4-(3-formyl-4hydroxybenzyl)-triazol-1-yl]methyl-D-glucopyranose (2/31).

1,2:5,6-Di-O-isopropylidene-3-O-[4-(3-formyl-4hydroxybenzyl)-triazol-1-yl]methyl-α-D-

glucofuranose 2/30 (0.605 g, 1.27 mmol) was dissolved in 4% H2SO4 in water/ethanol 1:1 (20 

ml) and the solution was stirred overnight at room temperature. The reaction mixture was 

neutralized with CaCO3 and filtered. The solid was washed with methanol and the 
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hydroalcoholic solution was concentrated under vacuum to obtain a syrupy yellow oil that was 

dissolved in 4% H2SO4 in water (10 ml) and stirred overnight. Neutralization with CaCO3 

followed by filtration and solvent removal under vacuum afforded 0.467 g of the desired product 

as an off-white solid (yield = 93%).
1H NMR (200 MHz, methanol-d4) δ (ppm) = 10.00 (s, 1H), 7.94 (s, 1H), 7.67 (d, 1H Jmeta = 2.08 

Hz), 7.50 (dd, 1H, Jmeta = 2.22 Hz, Jortho = 8.58 Hz), 6.92 (d, 1H, Jortho = 8.58 Hz), 5.53 (s, 2H), 

5.04 (d, 0.5H, J = 3.56 Hz), 4.44 (s, 0.5H, J = 7.4 Hz), 3.82-3.55 (m, 3H), 3.44-3.17 (m, 

overlapped with the solvent signal). HRMS  (ESI-TOF): m/z calculated for C17H21N3O8Na+ 

418.1196, found 418.1226.

Complex 2/32.

A solution of 3-O-[4-(3-formyl-4hydroxybenzyl)-triazol-1-yl]methyl-D-glucopyranose 2/31 

(0.154 g, 0.39 mmol), 1,2-diaminobenzene (0.027 g, 0.25 mmol), and UO2(OAc)2 2 H2O (0.087 

g, 0.20 mmol) in MeOH (4 ml) was stirred for 2 days. The complex was precipitated by  slow 

addition of excess diethyl ether to the reaction mixture. After filtration, compound 2/32 was 

isolated as an orange solid (0.164 g, yield 74%). 
1H NMR (300 MHz, methanol-d4) δ (ppm) = 9.57 (s, 2H), 7.96 (d, 2H, J = 3.00 Hz), 7.79-7.56 

(m, 8H), 7.13 (d, 2H, J = 8.40 Hz), 5.60 (s, 4H), 5.06 (d, 1H, J = 3.90 Hz), 4.60 (s, 4H), 4.46 (d, 

1H, J = 7.50 Hz), 3.79-3.59 (m, 8H), 3.45-3.27 (m, overlapped with the solvent signal). 
13C NMR (300 MHz, DMSO-d6) δ (ppm) = 171.4, 168.3, 148.4, 147.7, 147.5, 138.0, 137.5, 

130.8, 125.9, 125.6, 125.0, 122.9, 122.2, 98.6, 94.1, 87.1, 84.1, 78.4, 76.4, 73.9, 73.8, 71.6, 71.5, 

67.5, 62.8, 54.1. HRMS (ESI-TOF): m/z calculated for C40H44N8O16NaU+ 1153.3281, found 

1153.3301.

5-bromomethyl-2-hydroxybenzaldehyde.58

2-hydroxybenzaldehyde (5 ml, 47.7 mmol) and formaldehyde 37% solution in water (3.6 ml, 

48.3 mmol) were stirred overnight in 48% hydrogen bromide in water (48 ml). The off white 

solid formed was filter off, washed with water and redissolved in diethyl ether. The organic 

solution was dried over anhydrous sodium sulphate and the solvent removed under vacuum to 

afford a pinkish solid. After recrystallization from n-hexane, the product  was isolated as white 

solid (2.284 g, yield = 22%).
1H NMR (200 MHz, CDCl3) δ (ppm) = 11.07 (s, 1H), 9.89 (s, 1H), 7.60-7.55 (m, 2H), 6.99 (d, 

1H, J = 8.43 Hz), 4.51 (s, 2H). mp. 97-100 °C.
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2,3,4,6-Tetra-O-acetyl-β-D-galactopyranosyl-(1→4)-1,2,3,6-tetra-O-acetyl-β-D-

glucopyranose (2/36).

β-D-Lactose (5.032 g, 14.0 mmol) was suspended in acetic anhydride (16 ml). Dry pyridine (16 

ml) was added and the mixture was stirred until the solid was completely  dissolved. The reaction 

flask was cooled down with an ice bath and MeOH (30 ml) was slowly added. The crude 

reaction was diluted with ethyl acetate (200 ml) and the organic layer was washed twice with 6N 

HCl, once with saturated NaHCO3 and finally with brine. The solution was dried over anhydrous 

sodium sulfate and the solvent removed under vacuum to afford the product as a white foamy 

solid (8.61 g, yield = 91%). Tlc analysis (cyclohexane:ethyl acetate, 1:1) revealed a single 

product with Rf = 0.2.
1H NMR (200 MHz, CDCl3) δ (ppm) = 6.26 (d, 1H, J = 3.62 Hz), 5.70-4.93 (m, 5H), 4.51-4.43 

(m, 2H), 4.16-3.77 (m, 6H), 2.19-1.97 (m, 24H).

2,3,4,6-tetra-O-acetyl-β-D-galactopyranosyl-(1→4)-2,3,6-tri-O-acetyl-α-D-glucopyranosyl 

bromide (2/37).

Lactose octaacetate 2/36 (2.5 g, 3.68 mmol) was dissolved in dichloromethane (60 ml). The flask 

was cooled in an ice bath and 33% HBr in acetic acid (25 ml) was slowly  added. The solution 

was stirred at  room temperature until tlc (cyclohexane:ethyl acetate, 1:1) showed complete 

conversion of the starting material into a single product with Rf = 0.5 (2h). Ice-cold water was 

added to the flask and the aqueous layer was extracted three times with dichloromethane. The 

combined organic fractions were dried over anhydrous sodium sulfate and the solvent was 

removed under vacuum. The product was quantitatively recovered as a yellowish waxy solid.
1H NMR (200 MHz, CDCl3) δ (ppm) = 6.72-6.61 (m, 1H), 5.57-4.11 (m, 13H), 2.16-2.02 (m, 

21H).

2,3,4,6-tetra-O-acetyl-β-D-galactopyranosyl-(1→4)-2,3,6-tri-O-acetyl-1-methyl-α-D-

glucopyranoside (2/38).

Bromide 2/37 (2.57 g, 3.67 mmol) and silver(I)oxide (0.95 g, 4.10 mmol) were placed in a flask 

and dried under vacuum and anhydrous methanol (25 ml) was added in argon atmosphere. After 

adding CH2Cl2 (20 ml), the suspension was stirred overnight at room temperature. The tlc 

(cyclohexane:ethyl acetate, 1:1) shows that a single product is present (Rf = 0.3). The solid was 

filtered off using a celite pad and the solvent was removed under vacuum to afford 2.24 g of the 

product as a colorless waxy solid (yield = 94%).
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1H NMR (200 MHz, CDCl3) δ (ppm) = 5.35-4.84 (m, 5H), 4.52-4.36 (m, 3H), 4.14-4.07 (m, 

3H), 3.90-3.47 (m, 6H), 2.15-1.96 (m, 21H).

Methyl β-D-galactopyranosyl-(1→4)-β-D-glucopyranoside (2/39, LacβOMe).61

The acetylated LacβOMe 2/38 (2.20 g, 3.38 mmol) was dissolved in methanol (25 ml). Sodium 

methoxide 30% wt in methanol (20 µl) was added and the solution was stirred overnight at  room 

temperature. The precipitate was filtered and recovered as a white solid ( 0.915 g, yield = 76% ).
1H NMR (300 MHz, D2O) δ (ppm) = 4.31-4.24 (m, 2H), 3.87-3.77 (m, 2H), 3.67-3.42 (m, 12H), 

3.18-3.13 (m, 1H). 13C NMR (300 MHz, D2O) δ (ppm) =104.4, 104.2, 79.6, 76.7, 76.1, 75.7, 

74.1, 73.8, 72.3, 69.8, 62.3, 61.3, 58.5. ESI-MS: m/z = 379.14 [M+Na].+

Complex 2/42.

A solution of 2/41 (70 mg, 1.42·10−4 mol), 1,2-diaminobenzene (7.7 mg, 7.12·10−5 mol), and 

UO2(OAc)2 2 H2O (30.3 mg, 7.14·10−5 mol) in MeOH (13 ml) was stirred until tlc (ethyl 

acetate:methanol, 8:2) showed almost complete conversion of the starting materials. The product 

was precipitated by slow addition of excess diethyl ether to the reaction mixture. After filtration, 

compound 2/42 was isolated as an pale orange solid (71 mg, yield 38%). 
1H NMR (300 MHz, DMSO-d6) δ (ppm) = 9.55 (s, 2H), 7.76-7.72 (m, 4H), 7.59-7.52 (m, 4H), 

6.93 (d, 2H, J = 8.40 Hz), 5.25 (d, 2H, J = 6.00 Hz), 5.06 (s, 2H), 4.74 (s, 2H), 4.71 (s, 4H), 

4.61-4.59 (m, 2H), 4.47 (d, 2H, J = 4.50 Hz), 4.21-4.17 (m, 4H), 3.97-3.79 (m, 6H), 3.59-3.09 

(m, overlapped with the solvent signal). 13C NMR (300 MHz, DMSO-d6) δ (ppm) = 170.8, 

168.3, 148.6, 139.1, 137.6, 130.7, 127.9, 125.5, 122.6, 122.2, 105.8, 84.9, 82.7, 81.0, 78.3, 77.3, 

75.1, 74.8, 72.4, 70.0, 66.7, 62.6, 33.7. HRMS (ESI-TOF): m/z calculated for 

C46H58N2O24NaS2U+ 1347.3227, found 1347.3264.

4-(1-adamantyl)-phenol (2/45).62

Phenol (1.0 g, 10.7 mmol) was dissolved in trifluoroacetic acid and 1-adamantanol 2/44 (1.62 g, 

10.7 mmol) was added. A solid immediately started to form and the reaction was further stirred 

for 2 h. Water (20 ml) was added and the solid was filtered and washed with several portions of 

water. Recrystallization from ethyl alcohol afforded 2.17 g of the product as white crystals (yield 

= 90%).
1H NMR ( MHz, CDCl3) δ (ppm) = 7.23 (d, 2H, J = 8.82 Hz), 6.78 (d, 2H, J = 8.79 Hz), 2.12 (s, 

3H), 1.87-1.75 (m, 12H). GC-MS (+): m/z = 228 [M]+, 100%. mp. 181-183 °C
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2-hydroxy-4-(1-adamantyl)-benzaldehyde (2/46).63

In a dry flask, 4-(1-adamantyl)-phenol 2/45 (2.17 g, 9.5 mmol) was dissolved in anhydrous 

tetrahydrofuran. Anhydrous magnesium chloride (2.04 g, 21.4 mmol) and triethylamine (3.0 ml, 

21.6 mmol) were added and the mixture was stirred at room temperature for 20 minutes, after 

which time paraformaldehyde (1.65 g, 55 mmol) was added and the suspension was refluxed for 

3h. After cooling down to room temperature, the bright yellow crude reaction was diluted with 

ethyl acetate and extracted three times with 1N HCl and washed twice with brine. The organic 

portion was dried over anhydrous sodium sulfate and the solvent removed under vacuum to give 

a pale yellow solid. Chromatographic treatment of the crude reaction (silica gel; n-hexane:ethyl 

acetate, 99:1) afforded 1.65 g of the product as a white solid (yield = 68%).
1H NMR (200 MHz, CDCl3) δ (ppm) = 10.86 (s, 1H), 9.89 (s, 1H), 7.60-7.48 (m, 2H), 6.95 (d, 

1H, J = 8.72), 2.12 (s, 3H), 1.90-1.54 (m, 12H). GC-MS (+): m/z = 256 [M]+, 100%

Complex 2/47.

Aldehyde 2/46 (0.100 g, 0.39 mmol), 1,2-diaminobenzene (0.021 g, 0.19 mmol) and UO2(OAc)2 

2H2O (0.099 g, 0.23 mmol) were dissolved in a mixture of methanol (2 ml) and chloroform (2 

ml) and the solution was stirred overnight at room temperature. The crude reaction was 

concentrated under vacuum and dichloromethane was added. The organic layer was extracted 

three times with water, then dried over anhydrous sodium sulfate and the solvent  was removed 

under reduced pressure. 78 mg of complex 2/47 were recovered as an orange solid (yield = 

48%).
1H NMR (300 MHz, DMSO-d6) δ (ppm) = 9.59 (s, 2H), 7.71-7.48 (m, 8H), 6.87 (d, 2H, J = 8.70 

Hz), 2.02-1.69 (m, 30H). 13C NMR (300 MHz, DMSO-d6) δ (ppm) = 168.1, 167.2, 147.0, 139.4, 

133.3, 131.8, 128.7, 123.6, 120.4, 120.3, 43.1, 36.4, 35.0, 28.6. ESI-MS: m/z = 875.4 [M+Na]+. 

Elemental Analysis calculated for C42H50N2O6U (2/47 · 2MeOH): C = 55.02%; H = 5.50%; N = 

3.06%, found: C = 54.97%; H = 5.70%; N = 2.87%. HPLC trace show a single peak (C18 

column, MeOH, 0.2 ml/min).
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CHAPTER 3.
Anion binding properties of the water-soluble uranyl salophen 

derivative.

This chapter concerns the spectrophotometric investigation of the binding properties of 

compound 3/1, whose synthesis was described in the chapter 2. The main features of the UV-Vis 

spectroscopy, in the survey of the supramolecular association processes, are presented in the 

first paragraph. The major issues that have been addressed during the present study are also 

discussed. The second part deals with the optical properties of 3/1. The values of the binding 

constants with a series of inorganic anions, obtained from UV-Vis titration experiments in water,  

are reported together with considerations concerning the affinity pattern displayed by the 

receptor. Particular attention is directed to the binding with fluoride, cyanide and phosphate,  

and to the study of the affinity towards biologically relevant phosphates under physiological pH 

conditions. 

3.1 The spectrophotometric study of the binding constants.

As mentioned in the previous chapter, the uranyl-salophen complex 3/1 displays a fair 

solubility in water, which allows to prepare solutions in the 10-5 M  concentration range. This 

actually represents the major drawback in the study of its properties in solution since most of the 

techniques generally employed to this purpose require a higher host concentration and, therefore, 

are precluded to be used in this case. Accordingly we report here the investigation of the binding 

properties towards anionic species in aqueous solutions based exclusively on UV-Vis titration 

experiments.
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Along with NMR, UV-Vis spectroscopy is the most commonly  employed technique for the 

study of binding phenomena in supramolecular systems.1 With respect to the former, the choice 

of a proper chromophore in the UV-Vis light absorption experiments allows lower host 

concentrations to be applied and hence higher values of the binding constants can be determined. 

In a spectrophotometric titration experiment, the changes in the host absorption spectrum upon 

complexation are related to increasing concentration of the guest species, in a region where its 

absorption is negligible. Considering a 1:1 binding phenomenon taking place throughout the 

whole course of the titration experiment, the trend of the host absorbance variations depends on 

the equilibrium constant of the association process, at a certain temperature, according to the 

binding isotherm equation (1). 

In the above reported equation, ΔA0 is the difference between the absorbance of the system 

during the titration experiment and the initial absorbance of the host (ΔA0 = A−A0), while ΔA∞ is 

the difference between the absorbance of the saturated systemxii and the initial absorbance of the 

host (ΔA∞ = A∞−A0). The equation states that, in each point of the titration, the observed 

absorbance change from the initial one, is a fraction of the maximum one that depends on the 

association constant value, K, and on the concentration of the guest at the equilibrium, [G]. 

Clearly, increasing the concentration of the guest, the value of ΔA0 will approximate that  of ΔA∞. 

Experimentally, the value of the binding constant can be obtained by fitting the trend of the 

experimental points in the A versus [G] plot with equations like 1. However, since the value of 

[G] is unknown, the total (analytical) guest concentration values can be used as initial parameters 

in the equation 1 and the binding constant  value can be calculated with an iterative procedure. 

Otherwise equations that take into account the analytical concentrations of guest can be 

employed (see equation 2 below).2

In practical experiments, the initial concentration of the host [H]0 depends on the 

absorption properties of the compound and should be chosen in order to have absorbance values 

within the 0-1 range. On the other hand, the explored guest  concentration range should be varied 

(1)
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according to the estimated binding constant in such a way to collect as many experimental points 

as possible in the non-linear part of the binding isotherm hyperbola, which is the region where 

the probability of binding (p)3 ranges between 0.2 and 0.8.4 Where p is defined as follows:

Being the shape of the curve dependent on K and [H]0 values, the proper guest 

concentration range should be adjusted in subsequent experiments with a trial-and-error type 

approach, starting from an estimated value for the binding constant. Two special cases deserve to 

be mentioned in this context. If the value of K is fairly  low, with [H]0K < 10-2, different values of 

the initial host concentration do not affect  the shape of the binding isotherm to an appreciable 

extend and thus reliable constant values can be obtained even with a poor accuracy on [H]0. 

Instead, if the value of the binding constant is significantly high, with [H]0K > 100, the non-

linear portion of the isotherm is restricted to a small region around one equivalent of guest added 

and the curves generated by different Kass values will be very close to each other. Thus the error 

on the binding constant  value turns to be significantly high and, in this case, only a crude 

estimation of the lower limit for the Kass value can be obtained.5

To perform the spectrophotometric titrations reported below in this chapter, the solutions of 

the host were filtered prior to carry on any  experiment, in order to get rid of the light scattering 

phenomenon observable in the absorption spectrum of unfiltered solutions of 3/1. Accordingly, 

the initial concentration of the host is less than the calculated one and therefore we were unable 

to determine the molar absorption coefficient for the receptor or the stoichiometry of the 

complexes with anions using the Job’s method. As far as the values of the binding constants are 

concerned, those in the 102 M-1 range fall into the [H]0Kass < 10-2 case and hence are reliable 

despite the uncertainty on [H]0. On the contrary, the high binding constant values are only 

estimated to be greater than 104 M-1, which is an acceptable lower limit under these conditions 

(see below).
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3.2 Optical properties of 3/1 and the study of the association with anions.xiii

The UV-Vis absorption spectrum of compound 3/1 in water is reported in figure 3.1a and 

exhibits the same fine structure generally  featured by analogous, non water soluble, uranyl-

salophen complexes (Fig. 3.1b). In the region 280-550 nm, a monotonic increase in light 

absorption on lowering the wavelength and a shoulder around 350 nm are observed. Significant 
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Figure 3.1 (a) Absorption spectrum of complex 3/1 (4.7·10-5 M) in water at 25 °C; (b) absorption 
spectrum of uranyl-salophen complex 3/2 (5.0·10-5 M) in CHCl3/CH3CN 6:1 at 25 °C.

(b)(a)

aggregation and dimerization phenomena, in some cases reported for this type of compounds,6 

can be ruled out within the range of concentrations explored during the titration experiments 

since the optical data points closely  fit to the Lambert-Beer law at different  wavelengths (Fig. 

3.2). Moreover, from the inspection of figure 3.1a, it  follows that 10–5 M concentration range for 

3/1 is suitable to perform light absorption experiments since the requirement for the Lambert-

Beer law is fulfilled (absorbance values below 1).

The UV-Vis spectrophotometric study  of the binding properties of complex 3/1 towards 

inorganic anions was primarily carried out in unbuffered bidistilled water and a typical titration 

experiment is reported in figure 3.3. The addition of increasing amounts of sodium fluoride to a 

solution of 3/1 at 25 °C causes reproducible absorbance changes in the region 280-450 nm, 
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where the absorption of the added salt is negligible. Absorbance values at 330 nm fit to the 

binding isotherm described by equation 2,7 where [S] is the total anion concentration in each 

point, A is the corresponding experimental absorbance, [R]0 is the analytical concentration of the 

receptor and A0 is the initial absorbance of the host.

Some general considerations can be drawn. First, the close adherence of the experimental 

data points to the binding isotherm described by the equation 2, together with the presence of 

sharp isosbestic points occurring during the course of the titrations, clearly suggests that the 

binding phenomenon is a 1:1 complexation. Second, the variations in the host absorption 

spectrum are rather small and the region around 330 nm seems to be the only  one viable to carry 

on data analysis. In addition we tend to rule out any involvement of the sugar moieties in the 

binding process, at least  with the small inorganic anions, as it can be confidently  expected on the 

 

Figure 3.2 Absorption vs. concentration plots for compound 3/1 in 
water at 25 °C.
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basis of the distance from the recognition site. An idea of the tridimensional location of the two 

glucose units with respect to the metal center in the complex 3/1 can be derived from the 

calculated structure8 of the analogous zinc complex 3/3 and glycine in figure 3.4.xiv

  

Figure 3.3 UV-Vis absorption spectra of complex 3/1 upon addition of increasing amounts of sodium 
fluoride, showing the two isosbestic points in the range 280-650 nm. The inset  shows the titration plot 
at  330 nm of a 5.3·10-5 M solution of 3/1 with fluoride at 25 °C in bidistilled water. The points are 
experimental, the curve is calculated using equation 2.

Figure 3.4 Structure of complex 3/3 (right) and ball and stick representation of the global minimum 
geometry of the 3/3-glycine complex (left)
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The association constant values obtained for 3/1 towards various inorganic anions in water 

(Kass, M-1) are reported in table 1. The first thing that catches the eye is the remarkable affinity 

between 3/1 and fluoride. This anion is very  small, with the highest electronegativity value 

according to Pauling’s scale, and it is effectively hydrated in water (ΔH° = -504 KJ mol-1). 

Despite the interest in the recognition of fluoride, few receptors have been hitherto reported to 

tightly bind to it  in aqueous solutions. Indeed they  generally  work in organic solvent-water 

mixture and, as the water content  increases, their affinity lowers to such an extend that the 

interaction, if survives, can be hardly  detected.9 Unfortunately, while it is possible to control the 

selectivity by tuning the binding site accessibility, it  is much more difficult to raise the affinity of 

receptors. In particular cases, for example with spherical anions, additional binding motifs fail to 

give an effective benefit  to the recognition process and the characteristics of the metal center 

become fundamental in tuning the affinity. Uranyl-salophen complexes show particularly  high 

affinity values towards fluoride in organic solvents, even in competitive ones (Kass > 106 M-1 in 

DMSO),10 and this is due to the hard character of both the anion and the uranyl cation. We found 

that this interaction is maintained in aqueous environment and notably, although modest (Kass = 

115 M-1), it is sufficiently strong to be detected in pure water with receptor 3/1, decorated with 

glucose moieties.

Table 1 Association constants, Kass, for the complexes formed between 3/1 and various 
anions in water at 25 °C.

Anion Kass (M-1)a

F− 115 ± 6b

Cl− < 5

AcO− 17 ± 4

SO42− < 5

CN− < 5b

NO3− < 5

N3− < 5

HPO42− 480 ± 35b

aErrors are calculated as ±2σ. bObtained in MOPS buffer at pH 7.5, see text.
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Cyanide anion is a potentially interfering anion in the recognition of fluoride since the 

binding motifs that  work for one usually  are effective also for the other.11 Actually, in organic 

solvents, uranyl-salophen complexes show a much lower affinity  for cyanide than for fluoride 

(Kass = 230 M-1 in DMSO),10 as can be envisaged on the basis of the softer character of former. 

Therefore we expected the binding constant between 3/1 and cyanide in water to be barely 

detectable. Instead, titration experiments using aqueous solutions of NaCN led to puzzling 

results and the binding constant values obtained resulted to be in 104 M-1 range. Nevertheless the 

adherence of the experimental data points to the binding isotherm was poor at low cyanide 

concentration as if a simple 1:1 complexation model would not be a good assumption to describe 

the phenomenon. Cyanide is a basic anion (pKa = 9.04) and it is involved in a protonation 

equilibrium in water, that increases hydroxide concentration. The affinity between 3/1 and 

hydroxide cannot be determined quantitatively using a 1:1 complexation model because 

titrations with NaOH show the presence of inflection points in the experimental data. However, 

even if such interaction is somewhat more complicated than a simple bimolecular association, it 

is strong enough to compete with other anions for the binding site on the receptor. It  follows that 

the observed phenomenon can be in principle ascribed either to the exclusive OH− binding or to 

a competitive process between OH− and CN−, which involves the simultaneous presence of 

multiple species in solution (Fig. 3.5). To shed light on such phenomenon, we investigated the 

affinity in methanol between the cyanide ion and the receptor 3/5 (Fig 3.6), which is structurally 

related to 3/1 but showing higher solubility in organic solvents. Adding increasing amount of 

NaCN to the receptor 3/5 in anhydrous methanol, no absorption changes appeared in the 

 

CN-    +    H2O HCN    +    OH-

CN3/1 OH3/1

+
3/1

+
3/1

A B

Kb

Kass
CN Kass

OH

Figure 3.5 Species present  in solution in the case of a competitive binding process 
between cyanide and hydroxide anions.
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spectrum, while performing the same experiment in wet methanol the association phenomenon 

was recovered and high binding constants could be calculated (Fig. 3.7). Likewise water, 

methanol is a protic solvent and it competes with anions for the binding site on the metal. Being 

its dielectric constant much lower than that of water, we argued that, if negligible affinity 

between uranyl moiety and cyanide can be detected in this solvent, a similar situation should 

likely occur in water as well. Therefore we are inclined to rule out any  significant interaction 

between cyanide and 3/1 in water, ascribing the observed absorbance changes during the titration 

solely  to the presence of increasing amounts of OH– ion in solution. The interference of 

hydroxide anion remains a common issue in the sensing of cyanide as water pollutant and 

controlled pH conditions are often required while performing the recognition. As mentioned in 

the first chapter, many colorimetric sensors for cyanide are based on the covalent recognition of 

the anion. The nucleophilic attack of CN− on an electron deficient  carbon atom generally  causes 

a change in the conjugation in the receptor, giving rise to a change in color which can be naked-
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Figure 3.6 Synthesis of complex 3/5.

Figure 3.7 UV-Vis spectra of compound 3/5 with increasing amounts of NaCN in (a) wet  and (b) 
anhydrous methanol. (c) UV-Vis spectra of compound 3/1 with increasing amounts of NaCN in 10 mM 
solution, pH 7.5. 
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eye detected. The pyrylium analogue 3/6, which sense cyanide in aqueous solution at pH 9.5, is a 

recent example (Fig. 3.8). This pH value allows the CN− not to be protonated at significant 

extend and, at the same time, avoids the sensor to undergo a hydroxide promoted bleaching 

process.12

Inspection of table 1 reveals that  receptor 3/1 shows negligible affinity for all the 

oxoanions surveyed, with the only exception for hydrogen phosphate (HPO42−, Pi) which, as a 

matter of fact, is the species displaying the strongest interaction with this receptor (Kass = 480 

M-1). The apparent contradiction can actually be explained with an intra-complex hydrogen bond 

formation between the hydroxy group  on the anion and one of the two “yl” oxygen atoms of the 

uranyl cation (Fig. 3.9). Indeed, the availability of these two oxygen atoms as hydrogen bond 

acceptors has been reported13 and it is a frequently  occurring binding motif described in uranyl 

protein complexes.14 With the Pi, this second anchor point allows the formation of a six-

membered cyclic adduct  which, we suggest, accounts for the affinity increase (Fig. 3.9). In 

principle, a similar feature might occur 

also with fluoride, with a water 

molecule bridging the anion and the 

uranyl moiety. To date we cannot rule 

out  such a binding arrangement. 

Experiments carried out in deuterium 

oxide did not provide any useful 

indication to shed light on this point.
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Figure 3.8 Proposed product formation in the recognition of cyanide ion performed 
by receptor 3/6. The environment has to be basic to ensure the CN– not to be fully 
protonated, but the pH must not raise over 9.5 to avoid the bleaching of the receptor.
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Figure 3.9  Proposed binding mode of HPO42− to the 
uranyl cation showing the intra-complex hydrogen bond 
(left); hypothetic binding mode of fluoride with a water 
molecule acting as a bridge to the UO2 unit (right).
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Uranyl-salophen derivatives are actually known to effectively bind to the H2PO4– anion in 

organic solvents.15 However any attempt to 

titrate 3/1  with H2PO4– in water led to the 

degradation of the receptor. Indeed, the 

acidity  of the anion promotes the hydrolysis 

of the imine bonds of the salophen ligand 

a n d t h e a b s o r b a n c e b a n d o f t h e 

salicylaldehyde soon appears in the UV-vis 

spectrum (Fig. 3.10).

Phosphates have a fundamental 

i m p o r t a n c e i n b i o c h e m i s t r y, a n d 

biomolecules bearing a phosphate moiety 

are ubiquitous in the living species. Many 

efforts have been made so far to create 

systems able to detect these species in biological samples, with diagnostic purposes. For example 

Anzenbacher and co-workers recently reported that tripodal receptors 3/7 and 3/8, embedded in a 

Figure 3.10 UV-Vis spectra of receptor 3/1 in the 
presence of increasing amounts of H2PO4–.
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hydrophilic polyurethane matrix, are able to detect biological phosphates in blood serum, even 

though they are unable to bind to these species in water. Principal component analysis (PCA) 

demonstrates that films of 3/7 and 3/8 allow phosphate, pyrophosphate, AMP and ATP to be 

distinguished and, interestingly, the adenine moiety  in AMP and ATP plays an important role in 

generating a unique response for these anions over inorganic phosphates in human serum 

analysis.16

Encouraged by the results obtained with HPO42−, we decided to investigate the binding 

properties of 3/1 towards biologically  relevant  phosphates under physiological pH conditions. 

Given that the interaction between the receptor and sulfate is negligible (see table 1) and that no 

significant association occurs between uranyl-salophen derivatives and tertiary amines in organic 

solvents,17 we chose the MOPS/NaOH system as a suitable non interfering buffer. Solutions of 

MOPS, 3-(N-morpholino)propanesulfonic 

acid (Fig. 3.11), up to 20 mM concentration 

are commonly  used to buffer aqueous 

solutions around pH 7.5, reproducing the 

physiological pH values of blood serum and 

cytosol. To prove that MOPS does not 

sensibly associate to the receptor, the titration 

experiments with fluoride and hydrogen 

phosphate were repeated under buffered 

conditions, leading to binding constant values comparable to those obtained in pure water. We 

repeated the titration with cyanide as well and the low affinity detected represent a further 

confirmation that the interaction between the uranyl cation and the cyanide anion in water is 

sufficiently weak that cannot be determined under these conditions.

The association constants between receptor 3/1 and adenosyl phosphates in water at pH 7.5 

(10 mM MOPS) are reported in table 2. The affinity  for AMP2− is about six times lower than that 

with HPO42−. This is understandable since the intra-complex hydrogen bond that accounts for the 

affinity increase between the receptor and the hydrogen phosphate, as discussed above, cannot 

occur in the case of AMP which is in its dianionic form at pH 7.5. On the other hand, the value 

of the affinity constants towards ADP3− and ATP4− is sufficiently high that we can only provide a 

lower limit of 104 M-1, due to the intrinsic limitation of the technique, as previously discussed 

(Fig. 3.12).xv
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Figure 3.11 MOPS, acid form (left); general structure 
of adenosyl phosphates (right)
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Even though also in this case no intra complex hydrogen bonding can form, the affinity  is 

much higher with respect  to the modest one displayed by AMP. Recently, the occurrence of a 

second anchor site in the complex between the zinc-salophen derivative 3/9 and adenosyl 

phosphates has been reported.18 Phosphorus NMR shows that 3/9 binds to both organic and 

inorganic phosphates in ethanol, but only the interaction with the former lead to a quenching of 

the metal-complex fluorescence emission (Fig. 3.13). The observed selectivity towards adenosyl 

phosphates (ADP3− > ATP4− > AMP2−) was correlated to the distance between the donor group 

Table 2 Association constants, Kass, for the complexes formed between 3/1  and phosphate 
anions at pH 7.5 (MOPS, 10 mM). T = 25 °C.

Anion Kass (M-1)a

 AMP2− 83 ± 8

ADP3− > 104

ATP4− > 104

P2O74− > 104

aErrors are calculated as ±2σ.

Figure 3.12  Titration plots at  330 nm of 10-5 M range solutions of 3/1 with (a) ADP3– and (b) ATP4– at 25 
°C in 10 mM MOPS solution, pH 7.5. The points are experimental, the line is calculated using equation 2.

(b)(a)
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and the adenosine moiety that leads to the simultaneous occurrence of π−π stacking interactions 

between the adenine and the receptor. In the present case, the interaction between the adenine 

moiety and the aromatic skeleton of the salophen ligand can be ruled out because of the different 

coordination geometry of the uranyl cation with respect to the zinc. Moreover attempts to titrate 

receptor 3/1 with adenosine did not  cause any spectral variation. We concluded, therefore, that 

the reason of the enhanced affinity  of 3/1 for ADP and ATP over AMP must reside in the 

presence of the polyphosphate chain. This has been verified by titrating 3/1 with sodium 

pyrophosphate (Na4P2O7, PPi) and, as in the case of ADP and ATP, the value obtained for the 

binding constant can be only estimated to be higher than 104 M-1 (Fig. 3.14).

NN

OO
Zn

3/9

 

Figure 3.13 31P NMR spectra of ethanol-d6 solution of (a) ADP3− and (b) PO43− in the absence (above) 
and with an equimolar amount of 3/9 (below). Emission of complex 3/9 under UV light (c), upon addition 
of (d) 1 equiv. of PO43− and (e) 1 equiv. of ATP4−.
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3.3 Conclusion and future directions.

In this chapter the binding properties of the receptor 3/1 towards a series of inorganic 

anions in water have been described. Although not very high, the affinity towards fluoride is 

remarkable despite its high hydration energy  and, to the best  of our knowledge, it is one of the 

highest ever reported in pure water for a neutral receptor with no additional binding motifs.

The receptor displays a good selectivity  toward ATP, ADP and PPi over AMP and Pi under 

physiological pH conditions and the reason of such selectivity seems to be ascribable to the 

presence of the polyphosphate moiety. To date we do not know the binding mode of PPi to the 

receptor and we are currently trying to grow crystals of the complex 3/1·PPi in order to establish, 

at least in the solid state, the structural features that generate the affinity enhancement the 

polyphosphate group accounts for. It is noteworthy  that good affinities towards polyphosphates, 

displayed by the mononuclear uranyl complex 3/1, are generally reported for dinuclear metal 

complexes, such as bridged zinc derivatives.19 By virtue of this characteristic, we believe that 

water soluble uranyl-salophen derivatives can constitute an interesting platform for a 

forthcoming design of biosensors.

 

Figure 3.14 Titration plot at  330 nm of a 2.5·10-5 M solution of 3/1 with PPi at 25 °C in 
10 mM MOPS solution, pH 7.5. The points are experimental, the line is calculated using 
equation 2.
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3.4 Experimental section.

Complex 3/5.

Aldehyde 3/4 (0.197 g, 0.5 mmol), 1,2-diaminobenzene (0.028 g, 0.26 mmol) and UO2(OAc)2 

2H2O (0.111 g, 0.26 mmol) were dissolved in a mixture of methanol (15 ml) and chloroform (5 

ml) and the solution was stirred overnight at room temperature. The crude reaction was 

concentrated under vacuum and dichloromethane was added. The organic layer was extracted 

three times with water, then dried over anhydrous sodium sulfate and the solvent  was removed 

under reduced pressure. Complex 3/3 was obtained as an orange solid with quantitative yield 

(0.291 g).
1H NMR (300 MHz, methanol-d4) δ (ppm) = 9.63(s, 2H), 7.82-7.61 (m, 8H), 7.19 (d, 2H, J = 

8.70 Hz), 5.92 (d, 2H, J = 3.90 Hz), 4.79-4.64 (m, 8H), 4.42-4.38 (m, 2H), 4.20-3.95 (m, 8H), 

1.50 (s, 3H), 1.41 (s, 3H), 1.39 (s, 3H), 1.35 (s, 3H); 13C NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3) δ (ppm) = 

170.9, 167.5, 148.2, 137.8, 136.5, 130.4, 128.5, 125.1, 122.1, 121.0, 112.9, 110.1, 106.7, 83.7, 

82.5, 82.4, 74.1, 72.5, 67.9, 27.1, 27.0, 26.4, 25.6; MS (ESI-TOF): m/z = 1151.37 [M + Na]+; 

Elemental Analysis calculated for C47H58N2O17U (3/3 · MeOH): C = 48.62%; H = 5.04%; N = 

2.41%, found: C = 48.63%; H = 5.60%; N = 2.47%.

Equilibrium measurements.

Titration experiments were carried out at 298 K by adding increasing amounts of the surveyed 

anion to a ∼10-5 M  solution of the uranyl-salophen complex. Sodium salt of all the anions were 

used. UV-vis spectra were recorded in the range 280-650 nm using a standard quartz cell (light 

path = 1 cm) on a double beam Perkin Elmer Lambda18 Spectrophotometer equipped with a 

Peltier temperature controller. Titration data were fitted to a standard binding isotherm for a 1:1 

complexation and the association constants were calculated by non-linear least-square fitting of 

equation 2 to the data points.

MOPS buffer. 10 mM  solutions were prepared by dissolving MOPS (acid form) in bidistilled 

water and by adjusting the pH to 7.5 with a 0.1 N sodium hydroxide solution.

Host and guests solutions. Solutions were prepared by dissolving the salts and the uranyl-

salophen complex in bidistilled water or in a 10 mM MOPS solution at pH 7.5. The ATP and 

ADP were provided as ATP-H2Na2 and ADP-H3 respectively, and the proper number of sodium 

hydroxide equivalents were added to their MOPS solutions to achieve the correct  degree of 

protonation at pH 7.5.
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CHAPTER 4
Single-molecule experiments:

construction of rotaxanes to monitor the polymerase activity.

Stochastic sensing with nanopores allows the detection of analytes in solution at the single-

molecule level. It basically relies on the perturbation of ion-current caused by the flow of 

particles through a physical constraint. In this technique, the use of proteins which form 

channels across a lipid membrane is particularly appealing as they provide identical pores for 

every experiment. Moreover they can be obtained in large quantities through gene expression in 

bacteria colonies and they can be engineered to virtually achieve whatever degree of affinity and 

selectivity towards the targeted substrates. Being the technique highly versatile, almost reagent-

less and quite cheap, it is rapidly gaining much interest in polyanionic biological molecules 

sensing and in human genome sequencing. The research reported here lies within this framework 

and was performed during a six months stay in the group of Prof. Ghadiri at The Scripps 

Research Institute in La Jolla, San Diego, CA. The introduction to this chapter is mainly directed 

at giving an overview on the major characteristics of the stochastic sensing with nanopores, 

followed by examples of applications in detecting chemical species in aqueous solutions. 

Particular attention is directed to the nanopores formed by the toxin alpha-hemolysin across a 

lipid bilayer. The last part focuses on the nucleobase recognition in ssDNA with engineered 

versions of this protein and introduces to the preliminary experiments aimed at monitoring the 

polymerase activity on a circular ssDNA at the single-molecule level.

4.1 Stochastic sensing of molecules using nanopore devices.

Stochastic sensors likely represent the state-of-the-art among the modern sensory devices, 

especially because they allow for the recognition of chemical species at the single-molecule 

level. They belong to the general class of resistive pulse sensors,1 such as the Coulter counter,2,xvi 

which measure the ionic current modulated as a result of particles flow through a constrained 

geometry.3 With respect to the other methods of detection, electric measurements are fast, do not 

require high concentration of analytes and can be easily compatible with electronic and 

computational devices. In the simplest view of the apparatus, two chambers containing a saline 
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solution are separated by a membrane or a thin polymeric film (Fig. 4.1). Upon the application of 

a potential, a small aperture allows for the flow of a steady current, the magnitude of which also 

depends on the size of the pore. The random transit of particles through it, driven by  the applied 

voltage (if they are charged)  or by a concentration gradient, causes a partial clogging of the 

aperture and a transient reduction in current may be recorded. The optimal response of the device 

occurs when the pore size  is comparable with that of the analytes to be surveyed. In these cases, 

each  chemical species causes a characteristic current blockage (Fig. 4.2). There is, in principle, 

no limit for the minimum detectable particle size and the ultimate frontier in resistive pulse 

sensing concerns the miniaturization of the apertures to the nanometer scale. These, which may 

be naturally  occurring or artificially fabricated, allow for the transit of a single molecule at a 

time and are called precisely stochastic sensors. The identification of chemical species in 

solution is based on the magnitude of the current blockages and on the mean dwell time of the 

particles inside the pore. As mentioned, 

these parameters act as fingerprints as they 

are unique for each type of analyte in 

solution. Furthermore the concentration of 

the surveyed analyte can be inferred by the 

frequency of the current blockages. 

Therefore, such devices are able, in 

principle, to discriminate different species 

in complex solutions without the selectivity 

generally  required for the classic chemo 

and biosensors. Although each conductance 

modulation event  is random, statistical 

Figure 4.1 Schematic representation of the apparatus.

Figure 4.2 Transient current blockage occurring when 
a single stranded DNA string translocates through the 
transmembrane stem of an ion channel (α-hemolysin).
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analysis of the magnitude, duration, and frequency of a series of events can yield a wealth of 

informations about the solution of interest, allowing the rapid simultaneous detection of multiple 

analytes by a single sensor. However, the detection of single species may sometimes require 

customized devices and the challenge is to tailor them with minor modifications in order to 

perform a wide range of analysis using the same sensory platform.

In the recents years, a growing interest towards nanopores and nanotubes as single-

molecule sensors has developed. Even though this approach is not limited to biological systems 

(i.e. the nature of the pores can be either biological or artificial), the techniques used to measure 

the current flowing through the channels are strictly  related to those used in patch clamp 

electrophysiology4 and ion channel incorporation in lipid bilayer5, employed in biology to 

measure the conductance of cell membranes.

As the potentialities and the applications of solid-state, synthetic, nanopores are in 

continuous growth, always new materials and techniques are used in this field. Some examples 

hitherto reported include the milling of silicon nitride (Si3N4) 

membranes, in which a bowl shaped cavity has previously been 

made. The etching can be performed either by a beam of 

accelerated argon ions (Fig. 4.3)6 or by an electron beam in the 

case of silicon membranes,7 stopping the process at the first sign of 

a pore formation, while accelerated heavy ions have been used to 

mill holes in films of polymeric materials.8 It is also clear that the 

use of metal foils, instead of polymers, allows chemical 

modifications of the support surface nearby the pore, with the 

possibility to introduce specific binding sites for the surveyed 

analytes.9

Sensing using proteins that form pores and ion channels 

across lipid membranes has its roots back in 1970, when Hladky 

and Haydon first observed a current flowing through a single ion-

channel, formed by the peptide antibiotic gramicidin in a planar 

lipid bilayer.10 The subsequent reports concerning the modulation 

of single ion-channel current, performed by  molecules (channel 

blockers) that reversibly bind to the lumen of the pore, together 

with the huge growth in genetic engineering, constitute the basis of 

the stochastic sensing with biological channels.11 

   

F i g u re  4 . 3 S c h e m a t i c 
representation of a nanopore 
milling on a solid membrane 
of silicon nitride using a 
beam of accelerated Ar ions 
as etchant.
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Protein pores have the advantage to allow for selective transport of matter. For example, 

the protein aquaporin is able to selectively transport water molecules across membranes, while 

excluding all the others.12 For the size selective transport, the pore is required to be just  slightly 

larger than the largest targeted particle, while charged amino acid residues projecting towards the 

channel lumen allow the opposite sign charged species to be selectively transported. The use of 

biological pores is especially appealing because their conductivity can be modulated by external 

stimuli and, in addition, they are available to be engineered to meet precise requirements, such as 

higher selectivity, affinity or conductivity. From this point of view, stochastic sensing with 

protein pores does not attempt to mimic the molecular devices found in nature, rather this 

approach is inspired by nature both in the use of protein pores and in the design of binding sites 

for analytes. 

Channels, indeed, may be gated, meaning that their conductivity can be modulated by 

stimuli such as the voltage applied (voltage-gated) or the binding of ligands like ions and 

neurotransmitters (ligand-gated).13 

The primary structure in a protein is determined by its genetic sequence and the folding 

process is driven by thermodynamics, resulting in identical structure for every copy of the 

protein. From engineering perspective, alterations in the genetic code lead to mutant proteins, 

where amino acid residues can be individually  changed. The manipulated gene sequence can be 

subsequently  cloned in a plasmid and expressed by bacterial colonies (e.g. E. coli). This 

approach allows to cheaply obtain large quantities of the desired protein.

To date, the exotoxin α-hemolysin is unquestionably the pore-forming protein most widely 

investigated and exploited in stochastic sensing experiments, largely due to the pioneering work 

of Bayley  and co-workers on this subject. In figure 4.4 a schematic representation of the two 

states (bound and unbound) of α-hemolysin embedded in a lipid membrane is depicted. For a 

simple equilibrium, the analysis of the ion current trace can provide useful kinetic informations. 

Indeed τoff = 1/koff, where τoff is the mean dwell time of the analyte and koff is the dissociation rate 

constant, and τon = 1/kon[A], where τon is the mean time between binding events, kon is the 

association rate constant and [A] is the analyte concentration.
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4.2 Lipid bilayers. Folding method and issues.

As mentioned, a biological pore is constituted by a protein which forms a channel across a 

lipid membrane. In stochastic sensing experiments, a lipid bilayer is formed over an aperture in a 

solid support (e.g. PTFE). The technique employed is referred to as folding method, as the 

bilayer is formed from two monolayers that fold over the hole, and was first described by  Montal 

and Mueller in 1972.14 The procedure here reported is a modification of the original one and 

applies for Teflon sheets used as membrane during the experiments in this work.15 The procedure 

is schematically  depicted in figure 4.5. A solution of hexadecane in hexanes (1:9) is dropped on 

the Teflon sheet in order to form a thick film over the hole, serving as a holder for the lipid 

monolayers to form the bilayer. After adding the saline buffer in both the two chambers of the 

cell, a pentane solution of the lipid is carefully placed on the surface of the solution, allowing a 

monolayer to form on the top of the aqueous phase after the solvent evaporation. Part of the 

solution is then removed with a syringe, allowing the monolayer to stand below the hole in the 

Teflon. Subsequent careful restoring of the initial volume of the solution, in both the two 

 

Figure 4.4  Schematic representation of the two states of the α-hemolysin (above). 
The ion current trace corresponding to the bound and unbound analyte, depicted as 
a green sphere (below). The frequency of the binding events and the characteristic 
residual current allow to identify the analyte and determine its concentration, even 
though the kinetic details of the binding process are unknown.
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chambers of the cell, causes the monolayers to fold over the aperture, thus forming a bilayer. As 

mentioned, this is not directly in contact with the Teflon sheet, but it floats on a layer of 

hexadecane called Plateau-Gibbs border.16 The presence of a non-polar solvent ensures the 

stability  in the bilayer assembly process. The situation that would occur if attempting to form a 

bilayer without hydrophilic solvents is depicted in figure 4.6. 

Figure 4.5 Lipid bilayer formation from monolayers. A thick film of 
hexadecane is formed over the hole in the Teflon septum (left). As the 
lipid monolayer reaches the aperture, it starts to fold over the hexadecane 
film (middle). When the monolayer on both sides is folded, a bilayer is 
set; the Plateau–Gibbs border is depicted as the annulus at  the junction 
with the Teflon septum (right).

Teflon 
SEPTUM

Figure 4.6 The sketches show what happens if attempting to form bilayers from monolayers in the 
absence of an alkane or other non-polar solvents. The raising of the left-hand water level "peels off" the 
monolayer on the right  aqueous phase shown here protruding through the aperture (third and fourth 
frames).
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The formation of a stable bilayer is crucial to have a steady  current  flowing through the 

nanopore  for the duration of the experiment. Therefore, some parameters must be often checked, 

such as the correct amount of lipid to use, which depends on the quality of the lipid itself xvii and 

on the actual hole size in the Teflon sheet. Unfortunately  free standing lipid membranes are very 

delicate and breakages or current leaking occur quite often, requiring vibration isolation tables 

and low acoustic environments.xviii  Moreover, special solution handling is needed to avoid 

accidental mechanical breakages, and it must  be kept in mind that the bilayer could be reformed 

only a limited number of times during a single experiment. Large, microscale apertures are one 

of the reasons for the frequent bilayer ruptures.17 Nanoscale holes (10 nm to 1 µm) not only can 

help  solving this issue, but it also allows only a single pore to insert the bilayer, thereby 

facilitating the manufacturability of stochastic devices. Some examples of promising platforms 

are milled apertures in silicon-based materials18 and glass and fused-quartz nanopore 

membranes, GNM and QNM (Fig. 4.7) respectively.19 

It is worth also mentioning that stochastic sensors which exploit lipid bilayers 

incorporating single protein pores have been designed with an approach different  from the one 

here reported.20 Good results were obtained with bilayers standing on solid supports,21 which 

require to be perfectly sealed to reduce leakage currents, and with bilayers supported on porous 

materials, such as gold coated polycarbonate membranes22 and bacterial S layers.23,xix

Figure 4.7 Cross-sectional schematic (not drawn to scale) of an α-HL 
pore embedded in a bilayer suspended across the orifice of a QNM.
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xviii Also preventing any external noise to the current readout.
xix S layers are porous, two dimensional crystals of a single protein that envelope many bacteria.



4.3 Alpha-hemolysin as a suitable and versatile pore for stochastic sensing of 
molecules.

Wild-type Staphylococcus Aureus α-hemolysin (α-HL) is a homo-heptameric protein which 

forms transmembrane pores.24 Its crystal structure shows a mushroom-shaped assembly in which 

the seven monomers are arranged around a central axis. In the assembled pore, the extra-

membraneous domains form a hollow structure with a 2.6 nm aperture leading to a slightly wider 

vestibule. The transmembrane lumen is a β-barrel channel, with two antiparallel strands 

contributed by each subunit, approximately  10 nm long, with a diameter of 1.5 nm at the 

narrowest point (Fig. 4.8 and 4.9).25 The α-HL pore is particularly stable and allows to operate at 

temperatures approaching the boiling point of water,26 thus paving the way for experiments 

which involve thermophilic enzymes. Furthermore, in stochastic sensing, the pore can be 

endowed with proper recognition sites by  site-directed mutagenesis or targeted chemical 

modifications.27

Up to now, pores derived from the α-HL have been employed for different purposes, 

demonstrating how highly  versatile this approach can be in a wide range of application in the 

stochastic sensing field. 

 

Figure 4.8  Cross-section of a space-filling model of α-hemolysin. The 
narrow channel on the right is the transmembrane hydrophobic β-barrel, 
while the large portion on the left  is the “mushroom cap” of the protein 
protruding towards the aqueous solution.
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The detection of divalent metal ions has been achieved with an engineered version of α-

HL pores.28 Good results were obtained replacing residues, with side chain projecting into the 

lumen, with four histidines to form a mutant subunit  (4H). This was used to form a heteromeric 

pore, comprising six wild-type subunits and a mutant one (WT64H1), which contains a divalent 

metal ion binding site resembling that of carbonic anhydrase. Single-channel recording showed 

that WT64H1 reveals nanomolar concentrations of Zn(II) ion. Further studies demonstrated that 

mixture of M(II) ions can be analyzed under these 

conditions, since the anchor site is non specific 

and M(II) species can bind to it. But, being the 

binding mutually exclusive, only one M(II) cation 

is bound, giving a characteristic blockage 

signature (Fig. 4.10a).

Small organic molecules can be detected 

using modified versions of α-HL.29 For instance, 

the recognition of nitroaromatic compounds, such 

as TNT, has been achieved with a pore modified 

by  site-directed mutagenesis.30 Host-guest 

chemistry can be performed inside the pore by 

placing molecular adapters, such as cyclodextrins31 

and cyclic peptides32 (Fig. 4.10b).

α-HL mutants also allow the stochastic sensing of biological macromolecules. However, 

bulky molecules, such as proteins, cannot fit inside the pore and a coupling between an external 

binding event and changes in current is required. This has been accomplished, for example, by 

covalently tethering a PEG strand inside the lumen of the protein.33 The recognition arises from 

the changes in current  related to the PEG motion when streptavidin or an antibody captures a 

biotin moiety attached to the end of the polymer (Fig. 4.10c).34

Since the inside diameter of the α-HL pore is barely as large as the diameter of a single 

nucleic acid strand, RNA and ssDNA can translocate through it. The analysis of the resulting 

transient partial current blockages provides informations about the length of the strands and their 

base composition.35

Figure 4.9 Pictorial representation of α-HL 
(cross section) forming a pore across a lipid 
bilayer. The conventional labels cis and trans 
are shown.
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Bayley and his group investigated both the voltage dependency of the ssDNA translocation 

frequency through an α-HL channel and how to increase it  with the use of site-directed 

mutagenesis.36 The same authors recently highlighted some of the features of the interaction 

between the protein and nucleobases in ssDNA.37 Moreover, single-molecule experiments with 

different α-HL versions allowed to study the processive replication of a ssDNA, using Phi29 

polymerase,38 and to detect sequence-specific duplex formation.39

Remarkably, single-channel current recordings show that α-HL mutants can discriminate 

single nucleotide or single base pair differences between otherwise identical DNA hairpin 

molecules40 and recognize single nucleotides in an immobilized ssDNA41 (Fig. 4.11).

 

Figure 4.10 Detection of various analytes by stochastic sensing with α-HL. (a) WT64H1 mutant. The four 
histidines on one of the seven subunits project into the transmembrane stem and bind to divalent  metal 
cations with different  kinetics, giving different extents of channel block. Upper current trace, Zn2+; 
middle trace, Co2+; lower trace, mixture of Zn2+ (0.23 µM) and Co2+ (4.7 µM). (b) β-cyclodextrin is non-
covalently lodged in the lumen of the pore. Upper current trace, promethazine; middle trace, imipramine; 
lower trace, mixture of promethazine and imipramine (both 100 µM). (c) A biotin-ended poly(ethylene 
glycol) chain is attached inside the pore. The current  trace shows the motion of the polymer chain as a 
response to the binding of a mutant streptavidin (14.5 nM) of weakened affinity.
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Considering that stochastic sensing with nanopores does not require the analyte to be 

labeled, and that genetic engineering could virtually afford any type of pore mutants, Bayley 

pointed out that low cost genome sequencing may be likely achieved with the use of nanopore 

sensing at single molecule level (Fig. 4.12).42 

Indeed, the potential of this approach is 

developing at an impressive rate towards single 

nucleobase detection and the continuous 

identification of nucleotide phosphate, by means 

of a cyclodextrin covalently linked in the lumen 

of α-HL, was recently reported.43

Human genome sequencing is an 

extremely coveted target. In 2004 the NIH set 

the challenge to reduce the total cost of 

sequencing within ten years: the $1000 genome. 

The task is quite discouraging as a diploid 

human genome contains 6000 million bases but, 

Figure 4.11  Immobilized ssDNA inside α-HL. (a) Schematic 
formation of single α-HL·DNA pseudorotaxane threading a 
ssDNA, capped with a hairpin, through the pore upon the 
application of a potential. (b) Perturbation in ion current caused 
by the capture of poly-d(A) (p-A) and poly-d(C) (p-C) single 
strands (170 mV, symmetrical salt conditions, 500 mM KCl).

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.12  Representation of ideal real-time 
nanopore DNA sequencing.

a)
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at that price, many  people could afford to have their genomes sequenced and personalized 

medicine would become a reality.44 While the hitherto reported sequencing methods require the 

use of costly enzymes, fluorescently labeled molecules, state-of-the-art  imaging equipment, and 

high-capacity data storage devices,45 nanopore DNA sequencing would be “reagent-free” and 

employ a cheap electric readout.

At the moment, the real-time monitoring of a ssDNA thread, translocating through a single 

nanopore, is still far to be fully accomplished. Indeed there are small differences in current 

perturbation between purine and pyrimidine deoxyribonucleotides and, under the influence of an 

electric field, the DNA translocation through a nanopore is too fast to allow base identification 

by standard single channel recording.46

In 2004, the Ghadiri group reported the formation of a single rotaxane using α-HL as wheel 

and a properly  designed DNA-PEGphos thread as axle, where PEGphos is a biotin-terminated 

polyethylene glycol phosphate strand and the DNA is conceived to form a terminal hairpin.47 The 

rotaxane was formed by capping the 

biotinylated end with  streptavidin, after 

threading the DNA-PEGphos through the 

pore (Fig. 4.13). By  virtue of its distinct 

backbone charge distribution and steric 

demand, the PEGphos segment can give 

rise to characteristic ion current levels 

correlated with its relative position 

within the pore and can be used to probe 

the DNA strand motion. Using this 

feature, they were able to monitor the 

base-by-base activity of different DNA 

polymerases at the single-molecule 

level.48 Recently, they  also reported a real-time monitoring of single nucleotide incorporation by 

KF(exo–) polymerase.49 The axle of the rotaxane, blocked by a dsDNA segment, can be moved 

within the pore by the application of a potential (Fig. 4.14). Upon application of positive 

potential, the double strand section clogs the pore (Fig. 4.15a, state A), causing a decrease of ion 

 

Figure  4.13 α-HL·DNA-PEGphos rotaxane formation. 
Streptavidin is depicted as a gray solid circle.
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current flow. By further increasing 

the potential, the double strand can 

enter the lumen of the pore until it 

r e aches t he en t r ance o f t he 

transmembrane channel (Fig. 4.15a, 

state B). The authors stressed that 

there are multiple and increasingly 

higher energetic structures in 

progressing from configuration A to 

B and a broad plateau zone in the 

current-voltage (I-V) curve is 

associated to this process (Fig. 

4.15b). Since DNA polymerases 

recognize and bind to the 3’ segment 

of a DNA primer-template duplex, 

which in state B is shielded within 

the protein, a transition to state C 

(Fig. 4.15a) is required to incorporate 

nucleotides (Fig. 4.16a). Working at positive potential, they succeed in slowing down the 

polymerase activity and in monitoring in real-time the polymerization process (Fig. 4.16b).

Figure 4.14 Formation of the rotaxane (above). The strand is 
electrophoretically driven into the pore in the trans side to 
form a pseudorotaxane (a), which can be stopped after 
hybridization with a primer. The thread moves as a 
consequence of the voltage applied (b and c). Primer and 
thread sequences (below).

a b c

Figure 4.15 (a) The two limit  configurations 
A and B adopted by the rotaxane. The 
configuration B is forced under high positive 
potential, otherwise the systems rests in the 
A state. The rotaxane adopts configuration C 
upon DNA polymerase binding. (b) The I-V 
curve of the rotaxane displays a deflection in 
the region corresponding to intermediate 
configurations between A and B. Lower 
potential results in the current  associated to 
state A, while higher potential in that 
associated to state B. The solid circles 
represent ion-current levels of the rotaxane in 
the KF(exo–) bound configuration C under 
various applied potentials.

a)

b)
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4.4 Results and discussion.

The work from Ghadiri highlights the 

possibility to harness the polymerase activity, 

under particular conditions, and to detect single 

base incorporation with single-channel current 

recordings.

A further step towards nanopore real-time 

DNA sequencing is the continuous readout of the 

same base sequence, i.e. recording the current 

signal for a certain DNA strand in a single 

experiment. This could be accomplished by 

monitoring the activity of a polymerase 

performing a rolling circle DNA amplification on 

a circular template.

Rolling circle DNA amplification (RCA)50 

consists in the synthesis of a single strand of 

DNA, containing n-copies of the sequence of a 

circular DNA template, performed by a 

polymerase, starting from a primer (Fig. 4.17).xx 

The beginning of a preliminary study on the 

monitoring of such reaction by single-channel 

recording is reported here. With this idea in mind, 

the design of a new rotaxane was carried on. A circular ssDNA, instead of the linear primer (see 

above in the text), has to be hybridized with the thread containing the PEGphos segment. In this 

new configuration (Fig. 4.18), the circle is the template for a polymerization reaction starting at 

the 3’ end of the  thread, which act as a primer in this case. At the first stage, the RCA reaction, 

in the presence of polymerase and 4dNTPs in the cis chamber, would be signaled by  the PEG 

Figure 4.16 KF (exo–) polymerase binding 
events to the rotaxane highlighted by the two 
states in the ion current trace recorded at +35 
mV (a). Real-time monitoring of dNTP 
incorporation by the polymerase. Spikes in the 
current trace represent polymerase binding 
events, while the steps indicate single 
nucleotide incorporation. Two dNTPs (+4 and 
+5) are incorporated processively (b).

a)

b)
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moving and eventually  translocating out of the pore. In 

order to assess the polymerase activity on such a system, 

three circular ssDNA, bearing a 28 bases sequence, 

complementary  to the 3’ end of the thread in figure 4.14 

(thread 1), were designed. 58 and 75 bases-long circular 

ssDNA (c58 and c75 respectively) were prepared starting 

from the corresponding linear strands by enzymatic 

ligation. The phosphorilation at the 5’ terminus with T4 

polynucleotide kinase was carried on in the presence of 

ATP and the subsequent ligation with T4 DNA ligase in 

high dilution conditions to minimize the formation of 

linear oligomers. A small oligonucleotide (20 bases-long) 

was used to bridge the 3’- and the 5’-end together (Fig. 4.19). The final purification of the circles 

was performed with PAGE, PolyAcrylamide Gel 

Electrophoresis, under denaturing conditions (i.e. heating 

the samples in the presence of urea, before loading the gel). 

Several attempts to prepare a 169 bases-long circular 

ssDNA (c169) failed to give a pure product. In this case 

two strands, 84 and 85 bases long, were used, and the 

phosphorilation/templation/ligation was performed twice, 

with purification of the intermediate 169 bases-long linear strand (l-169). Invariably, after final 

purification of the circle, PAGE checking showed two bands close to each other, one of the two 

having a gel shift comparable to that  of the l-169 (Fig. 4.20). Unfortunately, any attempts to get 

rid of the impurity  by  further PAGE purification or by reaction with different types of 

exonuclease failed to afford the pure circle.

Figure 4.17 Schematic representation 
of the rolling circle amplification 
reaction.

or

polymerase 
+ 

4 dNTPs

3’ 

Circular  
DNA 

Figure 4.18 Configuration of the 
r o t a x a n e f o r R C A r e a c t i o n 
monitoring.

3’

phosphorilation templation

ligation

Figure 4.19 Schematic representation of the sequence of transformations required to obtain a circular 
ssDNA, starting from a linear strand. The bridge is eventually removed after PAGE purification under 
denaturing conditions.
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4.5 Conclusions.

This part of the thesis basically deals with a different 

aspect of detecting anionic species in water, with respect to 

what discussed in the previous chapters. Two circular single 

stranded DNA have been synthesized using tandem enzymatic 

reactions. Attempts to purify  a third, quite large circle 

unfortunately  failed to afford a product sufficiently  pure to be 

used in single-molecule experiments.

The circles c58 and c75 were used for subsequent 

nanopore rotaxane formation. As confirmed by the I-V curve 

shape, rotaxanes can be formed through a single α-HL pore, 

using thread 1 and the circles c58 and c75. Several attempts to 

perform the RCA reaction were made by adding a solution of 4 

dNTPs and Bst (Bacillus stearothermophilus) polymerase, 

large fragment, at the cis side of the rotaxane. Although slight 

changes in the ion-current trace were detected in few cases, the results of these experiments are 

not reported here because they  are not sufficient to provide any irrefutable evidence of the 

polymerase activity on the circle.

4.6 Experimental section.

DNA purification. Polyacrylamide gel was prepared from TBE buffer solution of acrylamide 

containing 6M  urea. Tetramethylethylenediamine (TEMED) and ammonium persulfate (APS) 

were added, as polymerization initiators, before pouring the solution between two glass plates. 

DNA samples were heat-denatured at 90 °C for 10 min in the loading buffer (containing 9M 

urea) and then loaded into the wells on the gel. DNA was extracted from the gel by electro-

elution and finally precipitated from ethanol at 4 °C, in the presence of sodium acetate. Electro-

elution of DNA. The gel was thoroughly  crushed and placed in a plastic tube endowed with a 

porous membrane. The DNA was electrophoretically eluted in TE buffer, which the membrane 

Figure 4.20 c169 PAGE. (A) 
DNA MW marker; (B) c169 after 
purification; (C) l-169.

A B C

100b
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was in contact with (Fig. 4.21). The solution containing DNA was 

concentrated under reduced pressure. Ethanol precipitation protocol. 

1/10 volume of 3M sodium acetate was added to the concentrated 

solution of DNA, followed by 3 x volume of absolute ethanol. The 

tube was left overnight at 4 °C, then centrifuged at low temperature 

for 30 min and the supernatant was discarded. Buffer was added to 

prepare stock solutions of DNA.

General route to DNA ligation. DNA strands were custom made by e-

Oligos (Hawthorne, NY) and purified by polyacrylamide gel 

electrophoresis, under denaturing conditions, prior to use. Enzymatic 

reactions were performed according to New England Biolabs Inc. 

protocols reported on the web. Purified ssDNA was treated with T4 

polynucleotide kinase in T4 DNA ligase buffer and incubate at  37 °C 

for 2h. The reaction was diluted to ∼2 µM, T4 DNA ligase and template were subsequently 

added, followed by the incubation at  16 °C for 4 days. Circular ssDNA was purified by 

electrophoresis on polyacrylamide gel under denaturing conditions and the final purity was 

checked on analytical gel (SYBR GOLD staining). Circular ssDNA stock solutions were 

prepared with tris buffer and the final concentration was obtained from the absorbance value at 

260 nm. Note that this procedure was repeated two times for the 169 bases-long cDNA, starting 

from 84 and 85 bases-long linear ssDNA.

Instrumentation for single-channel current recording. Single-channel experiments with the α-

HL were carried out in the delrin made cell shown in figure 4.22. Two hollow vessels are 

obtained inside the body of the cell and they are separated by  a 25 µm thick Teflon sheet with a 

prefabricated aperture, whose diameter is around 100 µm. To prevent any mechanical and 

electrical interference, the measuring apparatus (electrodes are shown in figure 4.23) is sealed in 

a Faraday cage while the experiment is running, and stands on a vibration reduction platform. 

Electrodes are connected to an amperometer, which is controlled by  a computer, and the output 

signal is converted into sound by the amplifier and the events that cause a change in current are 

easily revealed by a pitch change in the constant noise.

Figure 4.21 Apparatus for 
the electrophoretic elution 
of DNA. Positive pole is 
on the left  (red) and 
negative one (black) is in 
contact  the crushed gel 
(right).
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Buffer solutions. Two buffer solutions, differing in KCl concentration, were used during the 

nanopore experiments both in symmetric and asymmetric salt conditions. 150 mM KCl, 25 mM 

tris·HCl, 4.5 mM solution at pH 7.5 and 500 mM  KCl, 25 mM  tris·HCl, 4.5 mM solution at pH 

7.5 were prepared by dissolving the tris free base and the other salts in milli-Q water and 

adjusting the pH value with a HCl solution.

Single-channel  insertion in the bilayer. The lipid 

bilayer was set up as previously reported. The Teflon 

membrane in the cell was soaked with ∼5 µl of a 1:9 

solution of hexadecane in hexanes. Buffer was added in 

both the two vessels of the cell and a solution of 1,2-

diphytanoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine in n-pentane 

(10 mg/ml) was gently  dropped on the surface of the 

aqueous solution. After the solvent was evaporated, 

bilayers were formed with the folding technique 

previously  described (see above in the text). A solution 

of α-HL_WT was added in the cis chamber and a 

positive potential of 50 mV was applied. The insertion of 

a protein is revealed by  a current which starts flowing 

through the pore. A characteristic value of current is 

associated to a single channel of a given protein, under 

certain salt conditions and potential applied.

General procedure to form rotaxanes. Conventionally, the working electrode is the trans 

chamber of the cell, while the reference is in the cis one. A solution of streptavidin-capped 

Figure 4.22 Top (left) and side view (right) of the cell used in the nanopore experiments. 
The black body of the cell is made in polyoxymethylene, POM (delrin).

teflon sheet

chamber

Figure 4.23 Electrodes used for single 
channel measurements.
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biotin-terminated linear ssDNA (thread) is added at the trans side of the pore and a negative 

potential is applied. After an efficient capture, potential is brought to -50 mV and the desired 

circular ssDNA is added in the cis chamber. After ∼30 min, potential was slowly returned to 0 

mV and the formation of a rotaxane was assessed by the the shape of the recorded I-V curve.
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